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THE ONLY NEWSPAPER

SMILE
WORLD

PUBLISHED IN
CATRON COUNTY.

THE

SMILES WITH YOU

NO NEED OF WEEPING

N. M.

THREE DOLLARS

VOL. 2

AND

A YEAR

Special Session

Conway Visits

Catron County

COUNTY.

CATRON

RESERVE,

OF FORFEITURE

NOTICE

MEXICO, MAY'

NEW

NO. 4

6,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

the Interior, U.S. Land
Special session of th board of To: Mike Mawlell, H. M. Dougherty Depalrmentof
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico
and
M.
their
Carrie
heirs,
Childers,
As I go about the state, I have County Commissioners of Catron
April 4. 1922
executors ami administrators, and
occasion to meet with a number County.
Notice is hereby given that Charles
to All whom it May Concern:
of Forest Rangers. I have always The board of county commisof Spur Lake, New Mexico,
You are hereby notified that we have Hedrick,
found them men ready to co- sioners of Ca'ron 'County met expended Five Hundred Dullars($6OO.O0) who, on August 30, 1917, made Homestead Entry No. 017104 for
operate me in all school matters. this 17th day of April, A. D in labor and improvements upon the
N i N WJ ; W J NEJ, section 11, townlode
CROWN
IRON
mining
I also find them to be afable and 1922;there being preent W. J.
unpatented
4S., range 20 W., N. M. P.
ship
of
of the group
courteous to thejgeneral public, Jones
.and Anastacio . Baca claim, for the benefit
has filed notice of his intention to
which groupembra-ceclaims,
contiguous
Leandro-- ' Baca,
to estaband it is souicejof satisfaction to Commissioners
the Iron Crown, Iron Cross, Iron make final three year proof,
form their acquaintance.
sheriff by Steve Biu-deputy, Bar, Iron Ring and Iron unpatented lish claim to the land above described
U. S. CommisOn my recent visite to Catron A. T. Chavez countv clerk.
lode mining claims, situate in the before Nazario Baca,
at Quemado, New Mexico, on
sioner,
Catron
District,
I
Toff
the
Cooney
Mining
county,
at
Countv.
stoned
the board met as per an order
the lath day of May, 1922
Hood Ranger Station and there issued by the district atty. to be State of New Mexico, the location Claimant names as witnesses:
notices of said claims being recorded in
met Mr, James A. Simmons, present on the above date to the office of the
Claude Cavin, Jack Wilbanks, Ed
county clerk of Socorro
Forest Ranger, who besides answer an enjunction presented county, New Mexico, in thefollowing Collins, ferry Hedrick, of Spur Lake,
New Mexico.
wtflhowing me many courtecies, by some tax payers of Catron books and pages of Mining Location
Nemecia Ascarate,
Rebord.-t-.
full
information
the
of
me
sale
regard- County restraining
give
Register.
Iron Cross, in Book 35. page 581.
Reserve Alpine, road the bonds, unt ill they were
ing the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
584.
Book
Iron
B5,
Har,
page
project, which i3 being pushed to desided byhigher authorities, as
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Iron Crown, Bock 35, page 537.
to the legality of the same.
cdmpletion
Oflice at Las Cruces, New Mexico
1 am
Iron Rring, Book 23, page. 537.
The board took a recess untill
March 29, 1922.
This road will take travelers
102.
lion, Book, 71, page
Notice is hereby given that Jesse J.
and touriests over one ' of the I8th at 9 o clock A: M.
That said
was made in Burns, of Alma, New Mexico, who on
The board met as per recessed order to holdexpenditure
most pic uresque mountain rangsaid claims under the pro December 17, 1918, made Homestead
es in New Mexico. It runs all present as before.
visions of the laws of the UnitedMates Entry No.018445, for Homestead Entry
aiongwhat is callhd the Mail The board was adviced by the of America, and the state of New Survey No. 474 in section 2, township
Hollow Saddle and reaches an District Court to stop the sale of Mexico, and being at the rate of One 10 S., Range 21, W., N. M. F, MeriHundred Dollars iluO.OO per year for dian, has filed notice of intention to
altitude of over eight thousand said bonds until! they were eii'.'h
claim in said group, find that the make final
proof to estab
feet, and is built on a minimum instructed as to what actior, amount expended Was expended as re- lish claim three year
to the hind above described
in
to
should
be taken
the quired by law in order to held said before J. F. Shields, U. S. Commis- twelve per cent grade This, road
regard
hums for the year 1920 and that the jsioner, at Gila, New Mexico, on the
will be in the heart of the Datil sale of said brmds.
The board took a recess untill time for the doing of which work
22nd day of May, 1922
National
Forest, and when
on July st, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
completed will attract thousands 19thday of April 1922.
Yuu
each
and
notifiare
of
Joe Day, W. J. Morgar, Robert
you
hereby
The
board met as per recessed
of touriests tra veling the Ocean
New
ed that if, within niiH'ty90Jdays after Burns, J. T. Allied, of Alma,
all
.
as
before.
a
as
to Ocean Higeway,
beauty
present
ihis notice by publication, you fail or Mexico,
Nemecia Ascarate,
the board named at this session refuse to contribute your pro ratashare
spot worthy of a side trip, from
Register.
,
the above named heavily travell G. W. Evans Jr., Justice of tht jf such expenditure, your respective
PUBLICATION
FOR
NOTICE
ed and popular route
peace in and for precinct no 15; interests in said claims will become the Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
of the subscribers under the
Indian
allow Catron
Good roads will
Peak, the board also property
Oflice at Las Cruces, New Mexico
provisions of section 2324 revised statGreens-gaMathers
named
of
Jack
March 81, 1922
to
to
and
the
front
County
forgu
utes of the Unitod States; that the pro
is hereby given that Dave
Notice
to act as road supei visor in
become one of the leading
of each of you is as follows:
New Mexico, who
Mike Mandel, his heirs, executors anci Pickett, of,Uoserve,
counties of the state. The senti- and forprecinct.no 14 Greensgap
on November 28, 1917, made Home
sum
Fifty-fiv- e
the
of
administrators,
for
the
1922.
ment for good roads and good
year
for
cents rfo5..r4 or stead Entry No. 017245,
The board passed upon some Dollars and
schools is almost unanimous in
s
mv
nw
sw
For
of the whole amount.
bills which were left pending,
nw
se
nw
theconnty, and regardls
Carrie M. Childers, her h;irs. execu-ror- s w
nwl-n
ne
sw
nw
and administrators, the sum of nw
opposition, which arises outside for the approval of the District
nw'
sw
sw
ne
n
Twenty-seveDollars and seventy-seveof the county,
Attorney.nw
sw
sw
sw
nw
cents $27.77 or
claimed presented by
The
I found Miss Deatron Campbell
se 4 se
sw
section 3; n
thereof.
one of the most energetic and T. M. Curtis, J. T. Cox and
s
sw
se
ne
ne
H. M. Dougherty, his heirs, execuu-tor- s
nel-- 4
se
nw
se
se
capable county superinteudetes M. M. Coleman were disallowed
and administrators, the sum of se
ne
se
se
e
nw
ne
in our state, and right on the by the board of county commis- - Eighty-thre- e
Dollar and thirty-'Vre- ;
4, township V S., range 19 W.,
soners.
of the total section
cents, $83.33or
job at all times
N. M. P. Meridian
we e amount
The following amount
I finished the rural survey of
Has filed notice of intention to make,'
The
expenditure of Five final tni'ua irunr nvrtnf
to establish claim I hpilf
Catron county's schools on the approved out of the general fund TT.1. ,Jforegoing
V&r.it it
jv.n f v
T1..ll,.
was
in l
nuima-- jjujitiia
iijuuu
iari,i
iw.uuj
ju
before
s
described,
'J Wit- 1UIIU
,
,
22th, and left for Santa Fe my $86.00 out of the Salary fund a smiting a snaltln the
tunnel and also T. C.
af
U. S. Commissioner,
Turk,
bid
W.D.Newcomb
from said tunnel,
presented by
hoirf, and will imediatley begin
running a cross-cReserve, New Mexico, on the 20th day
clerk
of
all
on
IRON
Court
said
CROWN
the
District
and
claim,
making my arrangements for the deputy
of May, 1922
said work actually benefiitted and tend
Claimant names as witnesses:
reception, of the U. S. Su- was allowed for the sum of ed
todevelop all of the claims in said
Andro Higgina, W. S. Hudson, Herod
perintendent of Education, John $125.00.
F. Hudson, Ed Bustamante,of Reserve
The
board then adjourned group
J. Tigert all of this week.
EMIL PETERSON,
ew Mexico.
untill the next regular meeting
John V. Conway
tr9
SYLVKST0R GAMfJLIN
Nemecia Ascarate,
or
call
to
the
of
the
subject
First pub Apr 22, last pub July 15
State Superintendent
4s8
Register
chairman.

First National Bank
Magdalena, New Mexico

Mere-dia-
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5 per cent paid
on time deposits

t:

The Largest Financial Institution in Socorro County
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"ZT Baby.Says- -

8

"I can't always ask for what I want
but I let you know when I get
what I want."

p
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What baby wants most of all is the
loving care of Mother, especially
when Mother is aided by the baby
necessities that we can supply. Our
entire line of baby goods is made
up of the products of manufacturers who have long recognized that

IT

ut

Purity Is Essential
We have always used the utmost
care in handling goods in this de-

partment. Careful mothers can do nothing
wiser than to come here for baby foods, nursing bottles, nipples, soaps, sponges, powders,
and those internal and external remedies
long associated with the care of the baby.

for

Morley Refuge

At a meeting of ' the State
held at
Game Commission,
Sant Fe, on April 8th, the folarea set
lowing Described
aside to be known as Morley
game refuge:
All of Twp- - 1 N. Range 10 W.
Situated within Catron County.
Signed
Thomas P. Gable
State Game and Fish Warden.

Attested.
A. T. Chavez,

Barber a well known
rancher of this section of the
is spending the past
country
H. E.

Koogler the County
agent made and businee trip to
the San Augustine plains mon-da- y
John

6

Fully Equipped
Good Location

week in Socorro

-

m

For Sale

County Clerk.

t

For Particulars Address J.

N.

fill!

West of Reserve
Plenty of Timber

MINI? HABY HEEDS

GAUNT'S PHARMACY
Reserve, New Mexico.

SVH'es

Harper, Reserve. N.

The Reserve Advocate,

GRANT.

"
Vain Snyder of Luna Valley
was a town visitor monday.

The Plumber

J. L. Jones and T. L. Wilder
made an trip to Magdalena
Monday returning home Tuesday
with and truck load of ice.

A.
T. Chavez
the county-clerH. Carter the Editor of the
is spending the week ii
is spending the Albuquerque looking after bus
Reserve-Advocatweektn "Magdalena
iness matters
Jack Foss'and son of Magdal
ena was in Reserve Saturday
Emiel Kiehne a well known
and Sunday
rancher of Catron County spent
several days in Magdalena this
week.
Tom Holland of Silver City
visitspent Sunday and Monday
Louis Jones of Silver City
ing with his Brother J. M.
Holland in town
bought out Mrs.' ,S. M. Kitt of
Glen wood last week
Mrs. A. H. Cartervwife of the
editor of the Advocate, spent a
Many friends of Fred Lant is
portion of the wetk visiting glad to know thut he is able to
friends in Reserve.
be up and about again
Mrs Willis Shellhorn of Glenwood
was in Reserve Monday attending court matters

a year

M

,

The report from Mr. J. R.
Gaunt who has been in th.e
Hospittle in El Paso for the past
mounth is able to bee up and
around again. Mr. Gaunt says
he will be back in Reserve in
side of the next mounth feeling
better then he has in the past
.twenety years.

$3.00

SOCORRO

MAGDALENA

Fixtures
Steam FittingBathroom and Toilet Furniture

Plumbing.

A.

e
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Cross
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Our Service
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Qualify

Reserve
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Dealers in Everthing

Co

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U. S.Land
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico
March 29, 1922
Notice is hereby given that Robert
who
L. Burns, of Alma, New Mexico,
on January 10, 1917, made Homestead
Entry No. 0M5H6, for Homestead Survey No. 470 in Section 12, Township 10
S., Kanpie 21 W., N. M. P. Meridian,
containing 158.13 acres.
Has filed notice of intention to make
final three year proof to establish
claim to the land above described before J. F. Shields, U. S. Commissioner
at Gila, New Mexico, on the 22nd day
of May, 1922.
Claimant names as witnesses:
W. J. Morgan, Joe Day, Jesse J.
Burns, J. T. Allred, of Alma, New
' Nemecia Ascarate.
Mexico
8
Register,
'

FOR PUBLICATION.

Depirtment of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico
March 29, 1922

Notice is hereby given that Joe
Day, of Alma, New Mexico, who, on
April 13, 1918, made Homestead Entry
No. 017890 for Homestead Entry Survey No. 399 in Sections 25 and 2fi,
Township 10 S. Range 21 W., N. M. P.
Meridian, containing 159.79 acres,
Has tiled notice of intention to make
final three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before J. F. Shields, U. S. Commissioner,
at Gila, New Mexico, on the 22nd day
of May, 1922.
Claimant names as witnesses:
W. J. Morgan, Robert Burns, Jesse
J. Burns, J. T. Allred, of Alma New
Nemecia Ascarate,
Mexico.
3
Regiatw
4--
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BEET IS CONSIDERED

.........
UUUtilNti

BARBERRY SHRUB
Does Not Require

It

BUCK STEM RUST

SCATTERS

Plant It Most Persistent and to Make
Destruction Complete
Digging
Muit

Be Thorough

Root

System Extensive.
(Prepared by th

United StatM Department
of Agriculture.)

as

Rich Soil

as

it

Will Also Flourish In Light and
To Do Its Best
Sandy Soil
Crop Should Not Have Any
Fresh Manure Applied.

The beet Is a most obliging vegetable In that It does not require as
rich soil to yield generously as some
others. It will also flourish In lighter
and sandier soils than some of the
root crops. The bet should not have
any fresh manure in the soil to do Its
manure or
best but only
d

The office of cereal Investigations compost. beets are most valued as
Early
of bureau of plant Industry of the
more esteemed
the roots
United States Department of Agricul greens,in the seasonbeing
or even in the fall
later
Is
of
habits
a
the
ture,
making study
and winter. If it Is desired to get nn
of the common barberry with a view
early crop of beets for greens they
of Improving the methods of eradicat
may be started in the house as easily
ing the shrub. As la well known, the as
lettuce, but care must be taken In
common barberry spreads black stem
rust of wheat, oats, barley and rye.
In the past four years, during which
a systematic program of eradicating
the common barberry has been in
progress in the 13
states, digging has been practically
The ex
the only method employed.
perlence of these years has shown
3
that the shrub Is a most persistent Wife'
plant, and that, to be effective, digging must be most thorough.
North-Centr-

t7

Extensive Root System.
The root system of the common barThe roots of a bush
berry Is extensive.
four or five feet tall may penetrate
the soil to a depth of three to Ave
feet and spread laterally an equal

distance. In larger bushes the root
spread Is considerably greater. The
root system of the plant varies somewhat with the kind of soil. In woodlands where a layer of rich humus
soil caps a more compact and less
rich stratum of soil, the roots are
chiefly confined to the humus layer,
but extend laterally considerable distances. On the other hand, in a type
of soil which is fairly uniform at Its
various levels the root system is
more
and frequently less
A
extensive In Its lateral spread.
rather constant character of the barberry root system, however, is the
occurrence of at least a few relatively superficial lateral roots running a
few Inches beneath the soil surface.
This holds true even In those bushes
which have deeply penetrating roots.
It Is chiefly from such laterals that
sprouts originate following digging.
Hence, precautions need to be taken
In digging to follow out along these
surface roots and to remove all of
them from the soli.
Reserve Food Material.
The roots of the barberry store
within them large quantities of reserve food material. This enables
them to send up sprouts readily when
the tops are cut at the ground line.
Moreover, a portion of a root left In
th
pround may have sufficient re- deep-roote-

JL

IV Fl

m.u.

Outer Garment Now Is Important
Part of Wardrobe.

T

A PSi

TO BE WORN WITH

SWEATER

A Trying Period Through WhichEveiy
Woman Must Pass

Young Beets.

transplanting not to break the tap
root if some of them are wanted for
the root. Breaking the tap root in
transplanting leads to branching or
knotty roots when they mature.
Each beet "seed" is really a fruit
containing several seeds, which is the
reason why beets, no matter how thin
ly the seed seems to be sown, come
up thickly. The beet crop sometimes
does not flourish as it should to pro
duce a luxuriant crop of greens. Shal
low planting usually Is the main
trouble.
They should be planted an
inch deep and even an Inch an a half
If the soil is very light and sandy.
Beets may be plunted between rows
of corn and yield successfully as they
will do better for the shade In mid
summer and do not take enough food
from the soil to interfere with the

MUCK

AND

Many capes are made

In

that

vo-

FOR THE CHILD'S

WARDROBE

Some sort of a wrap is usually the
first spring apparel Investment for the
child, although the mother who has
her children's clothes made at home

OYSTER WHITE

CREPE

GOWN

back-fille-

d

nonaac-eharln-

361,-82-

which-come-

Text-Boo-

Even the sweater has its accompany
ing cape, and this one is of white sMk
with large black dots.
lias probably spent much of the winter
in muking up little tub frocks and
sturdy undergai ments for wear dur
ing the spring and summer.
The newest and smartest coats end
wraps for spring will be accompanied
High
by matching huts or caps.
shades, such as hunter's green, varl
ous reds, rather bright blues are popu
lar in both silk and wool fabric coats
and copes for little girls, and some
smart plaids are also shown. With
these wraps the hat to match Is natur
ally a tailored affair, trimmed with
c
pipings or bands and with
clever little feather stickups at side,
front or back.

The Reason.

Happy

Was his bankruptcy due to u lack
of brains?" "Yes a luck and a lass."
Wayside Tales.

l

I t

fI

Days.

"Insect life has Its joys."
"What now?"
"The fly still gets his tanglefoot.'

iBU

spit-i-

CAPE AND DRESS "EN SUITE"

n

N.

J

WARNING!

Outfit Is One of the .Newest In Spring
Fashions; the Dress Is in
One Piece.
Quite the newest costume of spring
Is (lie caps and dress "en suite." The

Say "Bayer" when you buy Aspirin'.
Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians
over 22 years and proved safe by millions for
Headache
Colds
Rheumatism
Toothache
Neuritis
Neuralgia'
Earache
Pain, Pain
Lumbago

short circular cape has set-ipockets;
the dress is In one piece and closes at
the back. The blouse effect and the
body lining are a matter of choice.
For both cape and dress use serge, trl- cotlne, gabardine; for the cape wool
Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
poplin, camel's hair suiting, double
Handy
"Bayer" boxes of 12 tablets Also bottles of 24 and 100 Druggist!.'
tweed material, etc., and for the dress
AAplrJn la the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Moooacetlcacldester of BallcyUcacld
soft twills, cheeks, heavy silk crepesi
etc. Lower edge of cape 2
yards;
No one suffers in silence if he
Matter of Luck.
of dress 54 inches.
"Rastus," said the judge, "I want thinks the government is to blame.
bust requires for you to come clean, Were you lu that
the cape and dress four yards of cloth chicken coop?"
To Have a Clear Sweet Skin
54 Inches wide and
yard
"Ah was, boss ; 'deed Ah was. But Touch pimples, redness, roughness
of flannel 27 or more Inches wide.
Ah did nothing wrong."
or itching, if any, with Cutlcura OintThe enpc and the dress are becom"Didn't you steal a chicken?"
ment, then bathe with Cutlcura Soap
ing to ladles with 32 to 44 bust; they
"Yes, Ah did. Ah counted thirteen and hot water. Blnse, dry gently and
are also nice for misses. Delineator.
nn
and
un
Ah
was
'elded
that
rds,
dust on a little Cutlcura Talcum to
lucky number fo' the man to have."
leave a fascinating fragrance on skin.
The Ears Are Revealed.
Judge.
Everywhere 25c each. Advertisement.
A new thing in hairdresslng as InIs
French
the
the
terpreted by
fringed
Most of the fun we have in life
'Drive thy business; let not thy
bong over the ears. This little bang business drive thee." Franklin.
Isn't the kind we are looking for.
extreme
most
In
feature
is the
at the present time. Both
high and low halrdresslngs are worn
with It, although the preference is for
the high dressing. The lialr Is drawn
bnck rather smoothly and the ears are
revealed.
h

h

g

This gown of oyster white crepe
with georgette sleeves embroidered in
black, and worn vtllh a black milan
hat whose only decoration Is a large
cerise rose makes an ideal dinner
costume.

FLOWERS

BEDECK

THE

GOWNS

Self Fabric Decorations Now Bloom
ing In Charming Profusion on
Many Types of Frocks.

usually the same as the gown, but In
naturalistic colors, with ostrich swirls.
These flowers lose much of their dls.
tinctlon if they are not closely massed
The only surprising thing about the
together, unless It be the single flower
great vogue for frocks trimmed solely which Is used to catch up a
swirling
with flowers made of self fabric, which
or one which has apparently
have begun recently to bloom In charm- drapery,
dropped carelessly from the mass at
ing profusion, is that the coutourlers the
yalstline and was caught and held
had not realized their charming possi
the end of the sash or a floating
bilities before, notes a fashion writer by
panel.
In the Kansas City Star.
Flowers,
Canton crepe, crepe romnln, georgand
and
with
laces
frills
ribbons
along
ette, chiffon and even broadcloth have
and other dainty intimate things are
that In their texture which make flowBuch an alluring and essential part of
ers of intriguing realism.
with
which
ie frivolities
femininity
A new Idea Is the single flower at
decks itself.
either side of the front and back of
These soft, simple, graceful frocks. the waistline with long ends
falling
with only the shy appeal of a garland
debonlarly below the hem and giving
e
or mass of these
flowers, It the smart uneven line.
contrast delightfully and restfully with
the elaborate and more exotic gowns
A Taffeta Frock.
to which we have become accustomed
New Jaunty ways to trim the spring
for some time since. It is not a far
taffeta frock are band effects of ribbon
cry from the dainty, tiny satin rosebuds which have long adorned the or velvet. Graduated black velvet or
dance frocks of the young girl to the alternate narrow widths are pretty
on blue taffeta, while colored ribbon,
huge and fluffy chrysanthemums and
wide, In rich raindahlias which now encircle the waist an Inch or
bow or orange and henna shades
line of a frock as Its sole trimming.
The flowers are very often of the makes a stunning oriental effect on
Skirts and bell sleeves are
eame color of the material, making for brown.
a far smarter and more subtle effect thus decorated.
than If the contrasting color were
Spring Suits.
ised, though this Is probably contrary
Newer
to one's first thought on the matter.
Monkey Jackets are back I
Jacket,
One of the loveliest types of frocks than the very straight-linefrock they will probably not be seen quite so
Been this season is the
of clinging chiffons or soft silk with much this spring, but they're on the
And designers say that next
water lilies defining the waist line all way!
fall there will be a very decided waistthe way around.
These fluwers are made by rolling line on the new garments for outdoor
. ..
..
,.
the edgen of slender strips of material, wear. .,
;i
hand-mad-

balf-inc- h

d

,

mm 933

essential. Germ laden
of much illness.

are
SANITARY bewalls
the cause

is so easy to have
beautiful, artistic and ab-

Why take a risk when it
Alabastined walls
solutely sanitary.

Instead of Kalsomine or Wall Paper
Alabastine. either in simple single colors or the many
hued onyx effect so rich and so easily produced by the
new Alabastine Opaline process, will give you walls VJ
which are germ proof walls in harmony with your
rugs and draperies any tone or tint to please your
taste or fancy.
effects you must use genuine Alabastine
Be sure to look for the cross and circle printed in red on every
package. And, be sure to ask your dealer
or decorator to show samples of the truly
Process.
beautiful Alabastbe-Opalin- e

To obtain Alabastine

-

'

.

Another annoying symptom
at this time Is an inability to
recall names, dates or other small
facts. This is liable to make a woman
lose confidence in herself. She becomes nervous, avoids meeting;
strangers and dreads to go out alone,
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable'-Compounis especially adapted to
help women at this time. It exercises a restorative influence, tones
and strengthens the system, and assists nature in the long weeks and
months covering this period. Let it
help carry you through this time of
life. It is a splendid medicine for the
middle-age- d
woman.
It is prepared
from medicinal roots and herbs and
contains no harmful drugs or

k
Lydia E. Pinkham's Private
upon "Ailments
Peculiar to Women" will be gent you free upon request. Write
to the Lydia E. Pinkliam Medicine Co., Lynn, Massachusetts.
This book contains valuable information.

Thlrty-slx-lnc-

Area Should First Be Drained by
System of Open Ditches to Permit Land to Settle.

The critical time of a woman's life
usually comes between the years of
46 and 50, and is often beset with an- noying symptoms such as nervousness, Irritability, melancholia. Heat
flashes or waves of heat appear to
pass over the body, cause the face to
be very red and often bring on headache, dizziness and a sense of suffocation.

Detroit, Mich.

n

PEAT LAND

When muck and peat land is to be
drained by tile the area should first be
drained by a system of open ditches,
to the bureau of public
according
roads, United States Department of
Agriculture. Such soils settle or sub
side considerably after drainage and
tend to disturb the grade or slope of
the tile line. After such, soils have
been drained for a year or so they be
come compact enough to permit the
Barberry Tree Just Pulled From installation of tile drains. Usually the
Ground.
best method, says the bureau, is to
serve strength to give rise to one or dig the ditches where the tile Is to be
more leafy shoots. Those who have laid later, and after the tile Is laid
ditch
there will be
dug barberries realize that In the and the
case of a large bush It is extremely nothing to Interfere with cultivation.
difficult to find and remove all roots
capable of sending forth sprouts. NUMBER OF CATTLE TESTED
This means of course that a close
watch must be kept for the appear
More Than 2,000,000 Animals Now
ance of sprouts and their removal
Under Supervision in Tuberculosis
effected.
In the eradication of the
Eradication Work.
barberry It Is necessary to make,
later, one or more inspections of the
The total number of cattle now unplace where a bush was dug to locate der supervision In the tuberculosis
and destroy sprouts If they appear,
eradication work being carried on by
the United States Department of
with the
SUDAN GRASS IN DRY AREAS Agriculture in
states has passed the 2,000,000 mark,
Crop Requires Hot Weather for Best the total for February being 2,027,000. During that month 200,334 cattle
Results Makes Hay Which is
wers tested, bringing the total of cat- Low In Protein,
tie once tested up to 1,181,516, and
the total of those in fully accredited
e
Sudan grass is one of the
0
sorghums and resembles the herds to 292,718. There are now
catUe on the waiting list On
others in many ways. It makes a hay
which Is low In protein and hence Is March 1, more than 12,000 fanners
not a very good hay for milk cowa or and breeders bad accredited herds.
growing animals, though It li a good
hay for Idle horses. It requires hot BED OF MUSHROOMS WILL PAY
and dry weather conditions for best
results and hence does well In the dry
Necessary That Precautions Be Taken
and hot areas.
In Planting Spawn Bricks in
Proper Manner.
PALATABLE FEED FOR STOCK
Mushroom growing will pay anyone
peanut Hay Is Particularly Suitable who takes the necessary precautions
In planting the spawn bricks in the
for Dairy Cowa and Other
Kinds of Animals.
proper manner, say the vegetable crop
experts at Iowa State college. In orPeanut hay is palatable for all kinds der to do the best the bricks should
of farm stock, particularly dairy be planted In a cave or cellar where
cows and young animals, but it should a temperature of 50 degrees F. can
be fed to
animals with be maintained. Make a bed of fer
caution. It Is highly recommended as mented horse manure and plant the
bricks containing the spnwn about a
a substitute for alfalfa meal in poultry rations. Its use will reduce the foot apart. Be sure that the spawn
bricks were obtained from a reputable
feed bill, particularly when the poul'
seedsman or trouble may result.
try Is confined.

Phils., Pa. ''When I was going
through the Change of Life I was
weak, nervous, dizzy and had headaches. I was troubled in this way for
two years and was hardly able to do
my work. My friends advised me to
take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound, and I am very sorry that
I did not take it sooner. But I have
got good results from it and am now
able to do my housework most of the
time. I recommend your medicine
to those who have similar troubles.
I do not like publicity, but if it will
help other women I will be glad for
you to use my letter." Mrs. Fan-ni- b
Rosenstein, 882 N. Holly St,
Phila., Pa.
Detroit, Michigan "During the
Change of Life I had a lot of stomach
trouble and was bothered a great deal
with hot flashes.
Sometimes I was
notable to do any work at all. I read
about Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound in your little books and
took it with very good results. I keep
house and am able now to do all my
own work. I recommend your medicine and am willing for you to publish mv testimonial."
Mrs. J. S.
2051 Junction Avenue,
LrvERNOis,

the occasion.

corn.
g
The combination of a
and a
crop in the garden
Is a good one to keep in mind, be
cause they can usually be companion
crops without harm to either, the slow
growers taking the nourishment from
the soil slowly and In such small
quantity the fust growers are not In-

DRAIN

Practical Suggestions Given by the Women Whose
Letter Follow

In Paris the wrap has come to be
a most important part of the wardrobe. For the newer long, loose dresses
something of the sort is always necessary for an outer covering, and lately,
notes a Paris fashion correspondent,
the French woman has been rather
liking the cape in preference to the
coat or the suit.
There is something so genuinely
graceful about the wrap so feminine
and so charming. Is it any wonder
that French women appreciate Its
lines? it makes thein so much more
beautiful when it graces their forms.
The capes and the cape wraps of
the new season are more numerous
than ever and, in Bpite of the threat
that suits would take their place, there
seems no Immediate danger of that
change taking place. There are wraps
for all hours of the day, from earliest
morning until lata at night. And each
of them has its distinct character its
own way of expressing the feeling of
luminous manner of henping thinness
upon thinness until It becomes a composition of varied shadings. Some are
trimmed with large hand-mad- e
flowers
and with wreaths of smaller blossoms.
Then some are covered in places with
paillettes to make them glitter In com
petition with the evening gowns they
are used to cover.
Numerous capes of silk crepe nre
to be seen among the Paris openings.
Some of them, in the wrapped style,
are provided with girdles, and others
have only their collars of some differ
ent material or trimming to make
them notable. One Interesting wrap
Is made of black serge and has huge
sleeves composed of black moire.
The capes for afternoon wear are
very apt to be made of crepe de chine
in one of the heavier varieties, and
most of them nre black. One of these
has a collar that is formed of many
layers of malines all bunched together
to make a picturesque framing for
the fuce.

WOMEN OF MIDDLE AGE

-

T

Wraps for All Hours of the Day, From
Earliest Morning Until Late
at Night

jured.

bard-worke-

WK

Some Others.

Bureau of Plant Industry Making
Study of Plant for Purpose
of Eradicating
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SEEN

GREAT

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,
CHANGES

An Indian girl who has stood
tinel duty In front of a cigar store In
Bellefontaine for almost half a century has witnessed other women
adopt (lie customs of Ihe original
Americans of painting their faces. But

to kill hla sweetheart
unless she married him. Just then
other Dassersbv frightened him away.
A few minutes later he returned. He
had a gun and fired. The girl dropped
dead, shot through the heart.
"When I heard about the death of
Flora I vowed to devote the rest of
my life to bringing him to justice,"
Houvouros said here. I had a good
little business In Chicago and was
making some money, and I had relatives In West Virginia and Cleveland
who helped me. I came to New York
and to other cities where there were
colonies and always sked
Greek
people to let me know If they heard
anything about him.
"In 1918 I heard he was In New
York. When I got there they drafted
me Into the army at Hoboken and sent
me to Camp Dix. I told the captain
of my company about it, and he used
to let me have Saturdays and Sundays
oft to look for Mavrogean In New
York. Finally I found htm running a
fruit stand near the ferry house In
Staten island and had him arrested.
They turned him loose on ball and tie
Now I've found him
disappeared.
again, this time he'll be punished, I
and threatened

A seven years' search
murderer of his sister
resendefl when Peter Houvouros,
taurant owner of 2535 North Kedzle
avenue, Chicago, found George Mavro-geatwenty-fou- r
years old, In New
York city, and caused his arrest. The
warrant was Issued In 1918.
Seven years ago Houvouros' family
lived In the mountain village of Trippe,
nine miles from Sparta, Greece.
In
family were neighbors.
1912
Mavrogean wanted to marry
Houvouros' sister, Flora. The girl's
family opposed the match and made
arrangements to send her to America.
The day before she was to leave her
home she was walking on a country
road with a girl friend. Mnvrogean
lias confessed that he met the girls hope."
's

Woman U. S. Senator From Mississippi?
MISS. "Nothing but my
JACKSON, can take me out of this
race" That's the statement of Miss
Belle Kearney, woman candidate for
United States senator from Mississippi,
a state that bitterly fought the national woman suffrage nmendment to
the last ditch.
Political observers here say Miss
Kearney's chance of winning Is good
and thnt a queer twist of politics may
one of the
cause Mississippi
Miss
to the senate!
first women
Kearney repeatedly has defied masculine elements that have sought her withdrawal from the senatorial campaign.
"After the bitter fights I have gone
through to gain stnte and national prohibition and to win the ballot for women, I am not easily eliminated," she
says. "Men have been so In the habit
of eliminating or effacing women that
It's only natural for them to run true
to form. But they forget they are
faced by a new situation that looms
like a stone wall the enfranchisement

the Indian maiden never used a lipstick, says the correspondent of the
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Folks who graduated from Bellefontaine high school 30 years ago and
who have seen a
figure In
wood of an American Indian standing
In front of a cigar store in West Columbus avenue since their earliest remembrance, express wonder today at
the good state of preservation of this
representative of the first Americans.
How old she is is not thoroughly established, W. E Stokes, owner of the
cigar store where the Indian makes
her headquarters, recalls that the Indian was already In Bellefontaine
when Albert Bodey came there In 1870
and engaged in the tobacco business.
A visitor in Bellefontaine last summer told Mr. Stokes, who is the successor In business of Mr. Bodey, that
his father was the only man In the
United States who ever made these
once popular tobacco store signs and
that from the style of this figure he
estimated this one was manufactured
during the '00s. The cost at that time,
he said, was $400.
In all the time the Indian has stood
on gunrd In Bellefontaine she has
moved but once. That was from one
side of the street to the other.
But while she has remained stationary the world has moved on.
There were no telephones, no electric
lights, no street cars in Bellefontaine
when she first began sentinel duty.
Automobiles were not thought of and
she was an object of much concern
to shy horses who happened to be
hitched In front of the store where
her gaudy paint attracted attention.
In that early day Indians were the
only human beings who painted their
faces. While this Indian has been
on duty she has seen popular taste
to
"
In smokes change from
the
cigarettes. She hns witnessed
once despised cigarette come into Its
own even Into the mouths of prominent people, including
granddnds and fair debutantes. She
has seen the plug and flue cut tobacco have a rival In "scrap."
She has seen the sidewalk where
she stands swept by the long trains
of dresses and now she witnesses the
well
flnppers who wear their skirts
above the tops of their high shoes.
"two-fers-

ager and without a campaign fund."
Miss Kenrnev started her active
senatorial campaign as soon as It was
established that Senator John S. Williams would not run for
Having started her career as a
Miss Kearney early
turned to uplift work. She became one
of th6 best lecturers and organizers
of the Woman's Christian Temperance
She also was an araont
Union.
worker. In the World War she
went to France at her own expense
and engaged In relief work.
of womer..
While several other candidates may
"A$ afi5tlzen of Mississippi I shall
enter the race. Miss Kearney's only
fight for my rights and the rights of
now is
James is.
every women of the land If I have to opponent
tattle alone without a campaign mnn- - Vardaman.
school-teache-

sui-frnr- e

Whole Country Is Laughing at Gotham
in sackcloth and ashes as official

"goat" for an error that had set pro
women on the
and even
warpath from the Battery to the far
reaches of Harlem.
was
McCcrv.
it was explained,
charged with clipping the official city
record for resolutions and ordinances
that have been adopted and approved
by the mayor and sending them along
to the proper officials for enforcement
He was still trying to explain how
bill was sent along
the
when City Clerk Cruise rallied to hii
support with a broadside against Com
mlsalnnnr Knrleht's staff for falling tC
examine the purported ordinance care
fully enough to see that It was nol
properly stamped and indorsed.
News that It was all a mistake came
like a reprieve from the gallows to
proprietors of scores of places where
gratification of milady's passion for
the soothing weed was the chief source
of bread and butter revenues. Fashionable
smokeshops for women had
sprung up In Fifth avenue, Broadway
and other advanced centers, while
Greenwich village had come to depend
largely on smoke rings to produce aD
atmosphere of Bohemia,.
g

has the unNEW
easy consciousness that all the.
country Is laughing ut It. Probably it
Is. There's reason. All of a sudden
YORK.

Gotham

the police discovered an ordinance
forbidding smoking In public by women. They hustled out and made arrests.
The whole country gasped.
Enrlght the
Police Commissioner
nexr day lifted the ban on smoking by
women in public as suddenly as he
clamped It down the night before when
he learned that Alderman McGuinness'
ordinance had never been
passed by the board of aldermen or
signed by Mayor Hylan.
Daniel W. K. McCoy, an employee
In the city clerk's office, was led forth

Duel of Artist and Author With Fists
Classic Carmel,
FRANCISCO.
of writers, painters, and
with gosother artistic folk, Is
sip ovei the sensational fistic battle
n a lonely bluff overlooking
stage
the Pacific between Harry Leon Wil-

SAN habitat

son, noted author, and Theodore M.
Criley, noted landscape artist.
The feud began with the community
In
production of "Pomander Walk,"
which Criley played the hero and Mrs.

Wilson portrayed the heroine. Wilson
Is said to have written Criley a twenty
depage letter of Invective. Then he
In
parted for Honolulu to put himself
notified
and
Criley
condition
physical
of his intention.
For three months the author walked,
swam, and boxed. Then he returned.
The formal written challenge was sent
to Criley and was accepted. It Is said
that Wilson weighed 185 and Criley
e
145. Wilson is
years old and
fifty-fiv-

Crllesforty-flv- ,

"vvllaon stripped to the waist. As
soon as Criley stepped forward, after
having stripped off Ms coat, Wilson
rushed In and landed a terrific blow
Both men
on his opponent's cheek.
wore soft riding gloves, and the Impact
of their punches tor the skin.

UNDER WATER

How Royalty Once Dined.
we find moderation
Occasionally

among royalty. Catherine II of Russia
did not care for elaborate cooking.
Her favorite dish was salted cucumber and boiled beef; her pet drink,
water and gooseberry sirup. Have you
a little gooseberry bush in your back
ofyard? Charles XII of Sweden was
ten satisfied with bread and butter
and Joseph II of Austria with omelets and hard bread.
But do you know what the polish
King Stanislaus did? asks "O'Dnir" in
the Milwaukee Sentinel. He ordered
bis geese to be plucked alive and then
whipped to death! Richard the Second employed 2,000 cooks. Henry VIII
was once so pleased with the flavor of
a new pudding that he gave the Inventor a manor. More startling facts!
The household expenditure of James
I was 100,000 a year. The Danish
King Hardlcanute was so great a
gourmand that he was called "Swine
Mouth." The duchess of Orleans tells
us that often she saw Louis XIV eat
four plates of soup, a whole pheasant,
a partridge, a plate of salad, mutton
hashed with garlic, two slices of ham,
a dish of pastry, in addition to fruit
and sweetmeats. But Stanislaus had
nothing on former Emperor Wenceal-aus- ,
who once punished a cook who
sent him an
capon by roasting him on a spit before his own fire.
The Charm of Bad Acting.
And what is the secret of the paradox? The secret, very simply, Is that
bad acting often enchants, by virtue
of its very artlessness, where highly
proficient acting leaves one cold. Acting that lacks sound artistic design Is.
In this, much like some ugly old easy
chair. It has much of the cozy ease

and agreeable friendliness thnt a beautiful, stiff Sheraton lacks.
If acting is an art at all. It Is the
baby art. And, like a baby, sophistication is, or should be, relevantly a
stranger to It. Acting that is polished
to tire last degree is like a butler
Mankind Is
lifeless.
distinguished
Itself a bad and fitful actor. Imitations of mankind upon the stage
should have nil of mankind's flaws,
weaknesses, crudities and mistakes.
George Jean Nathan In Judge.
Should Be Ashamed of Himself.
At the time of the Indianapolis rate
case hearing Frank Wampler was
That
placed on the witness stand.
evening the Indianapolis News came
out with the heading. "Wampler oh
Stand In Phone Hearing."
Rjjhert, the young son of French
Rngsdule, secretary of the chamber
of commerce. Frankfort, Ind., read
this aloud to his father, and then expressed himself as follows:
"What's the guy standing around
at the phone listenln' for?" Indianapolis News.

Toe to toe, the two notables stood
exchanging punch for punch and exacting blood for blood. The rules
provided that a knockdown constitutec
a round and three minutes should intervene between rounds.
Criley kept his feet. Wilson wemt
down four times. . Until he could
barely lift himself to his elbow tin
author made every effort to execute
the threat he had written to Criley
that he would make him "pay and pay
Amended Quotation.
and pay." When Wilson no longer
"All the world's a stage," quoted
could gain his feet he turned to hit
seconds weakly and said : "I am sorry the constituent.
to have brought you here for this."
"It's more like a screen," said SenThe latest is that the fighters have ator Sorghum. "The camera men have
agreed to call the feud off and forget been so enterprising that some of us
ft.
statesmen begin to look like motion
picture actors."

TANLAC
The World's GreAtait Tonic

on sen-

Search for Sister's Murderer

CHICAGO.

Played Out at
Time?.
Quitting
You Need

All

MILLION ACRES

GOOD
HIGHWAYS

Venerable Cigar Store. Indian Witness
of Remarkable Period of the
Earth's Progress.

life-siz- e
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for

Whole

ROADS

RED CROSS

TAKES CHARGE
RELIEF WORK IN FORT
WORTH.

of United

Out by Bureau of
Public Roads.

Given

OP

(Prepared by th United State. Department
of Agriculture.)
What part of the cost of a road goes LEVEES ARE DYNAMITED
Into grading and structures that are
more or less permanent, and what part
which may
goes into the paving,
RESCUE WORKERS LABOR TIREeventually wear out?
LESSLY TO AID TEXAS FLOOD
This question is answered fully by
statistics complied by the bureau of
VICTIMS.
public roads of the United States Department of Agriculture on 1,350 comroads, involving
pleted federal-ai- d
(Weslera Newspaper Colon News Service. I
miles of road, at a total cost of
Fort Worth, Texus. John J. McCain,
Of the total cost, 21 per
$112,000,000.
cent went Into grading, 14 per cent Fort Worth, chairman of the levees
Into structure, 62 per cent into pavi- board, has Issued a statement In which
ng, and 3 per cent for engineering. he declared the levees around the rivThese are the average figures for the ers, which broke and flooded the lowwhole of the United States, but there lands of this city, were dynamited by
Is considerable
variation in different unknown
parties and that an Investisections.
by a grand jury would be deIn the Middle Atlantic states, gation
manded.
where grading is not heavy and paving
must be built for heavy traffic, the
St. Louis, Mo More than 3,500 percost of the paving rises to 75 per cent
und the grading and structures fall to sons are homeless and at least 1,500
hollies in the Trinity vulley between
15 per cent and 9 per cent, respective-

Arlington Heights and Fort Worth,
In the Mountain states the probl- Texas, are Inundated, according to adem Is very different, much of the vices received at the office of the
work being new construction with southwestern division of the American
heavy grading, and the highest type lied Cross here.

ly.

Fort

orth, Texas. Seventeen
probably dead and property damage
estimated at approximately $1,000,000
i
,
Is the toll of a flood which struck Fort
Worth, sweeping before it scores of
residences and small buildings, overflowing hundreds of acres of land and
inundating several city streets.
The loss of life was due chiefly to
the suddenness of the storm.
Rescue workers labored tirelessly
in bringing relief to flood sufferers
and attempting to rescue the
from their homes.
The entire city united In this work.
With holler rooms of the City Power and Light Company flooded, residential Fort Worth was In darkness.
The estimate of possibly seventeen
dead, was miide by Maj. L. (3. White,
K
in charge of Ited Cross relief workers.
Five hundred members of the
American Legion were patrolling the
streets augmenting the police force
which was working full time In the
flooded areas.
The flood is the most severe In the
history of the city, according to old
residents.
An Improved Road in the Rocky MounCoining on the heels of a windstorm, the rainfall of which was the
tains.
heaviest lu the history of Fort Worth,
of surface Is not necessary. In this the flood took scores of people by
of
cost
grading surprise, the lowlumls being the first
group of states the
amounted to 33 per cent, structures 20 to suffer. At one time water was
42
cent.
per
per cent and paving
standing level with the roofs of resi-

.New Shoes
Old Shoes
Tight Shoes
all feel the same
if you shake
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FOGHASE

The Antiacptle. Healtna Powder
lor Use Feci
Takes the friction from the shoe, fresh
ens the feet and (fives new vigor. At;
night, when your feet re tired, sore
find swollen from walking and diinc'InK,
In thei
Sprinkle AU.KN'8 FOOT-EAS- E
root-Datand enoy Ine Dllaa oi leei

without

mn

ache.

0er l,eO,UMI pounds of Powder for the
reel were osea dj our Army ena narj mir
ing ue war.
In Pinch. Dee AiXKVS TOOT

SQUEEZED
TO DEATH
When the body begins to stiffen
and movement becomes painful it
is usuail an indication that the
kidneys are out of order. Keep
these organs healthy by taking

GOLD MEDAL

'

flood-stricke- n

dences.

TRAFFIC CENSUS

OF TRUCKS

Information as to Speed and Size of
Average Vehicle Obtained in
New England.
How large Is the average truck and
how fast does It trnvel? This question
and. others of interest to truck owners
and users of the highways are answered by Information obtained In a
recent traffic census taken by the bureau of public roads, United States
Department of Agriculture, on one of
the most traveled highways In New
England. The census discloses that
40 per cent of the trucks were of 1 ton
capacity or less ; 33 per cent between
1 and 2Vt tons ; 5 per cent between
Zi and 5 tons ; and that less than 2
per cent of the trucks were of more
than 5 tons capnclty.
On a level stretch of road, over
which the speed of motor vehicles
was timed, It was found that more
trucks traveled at a speed of 20 miles
an hour than at nny other rate. Thirty-seven
per cent traveled 20 miles
an hour or faster. One truck, whose
driver said he was In a hurry to get
there, was found to be traveling at a
speed of 45 miles an hour.

TREES

FOR STATE

HIGHWAYS

If Planted. 50 or 60 Feet Apart They
Will Not Harm Roads and Will
Add Pleasure.

The Minnesota forestry department

In the cnpltol at St. Paul is offering
nut trees for planting on the highways of Minnesota. The planting of
these state highways with shade, ornamental or fruit trees should be begun
at once. If the road Is properly made
so that It drains well and the trees are
get 50 or 00 feet apart they will not
harm the roads in the least and will
add much to the pleasure of driving
along them in the future. LeRoy
fidy, associate professor of horticulture, University Farm, St. Paul.

road-bulldln-

2,

7.

Guaranteed as represented.
druggists.
Look for the name Cold Medal on toit boa;
and accept no imitation

Comfort Baby's Skin
With Cuticura Soap
And Fragrant Talcum
Soap 25c, 0 lot meat 25 anil 50c, Talcum 25c.

Synonymous.
"Mr. Gloom," sternly asked Tenny- son J. Daft, the versatile verslticu-tionis- t,
"did you tell Mrs. Chiller ut

the reception thnt you considered my
poems supremely silly?"
Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTOK1A, that famous old remedy
for Infants and children, and see that it

Men, women and children were rescued from tree tops and the roofs of
of
houses by police In boats. One fam- Signature
Use for Over 80 Years.
In
a
sawed
when
saved
was
police
ily
hole in the roof of a residence in Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
which the family was trapped.
One can't very well honst of hla
As the flood wuters spread people
own honors ; hut he can rut up somewere
forced
lowlands
in
the
living
else to dolnc It.
to vacate their homes, seeking refuge body
In tree tops and high points. Drenched
AFTER THE FLU
und chilled, many clung feebly to
their places of safety for hours, If the Flu Left You Weak, or You're in
awaiting the arrival of rescuers.
Need of a Tonic to Build You Up,
Kvery ainhuliiiice In the city and many
Inwere
Take This Advice
pressed
automobiles
private
to service to rush the weakened flood
Texas "1 was in a terribly
Houston,
sufferers to the hospitals. Business run-dow- n
condition of health after a siege
of ptomaine poisoning, and then the inwas practically suspended throughout
fluenza. I could not seem to regain my
the city.
strength and was really not ablo to do my
The office of Police Commissioner
tonio
housework. 1 knew I needed a
John Alderman has been converted and builder and remembered good
how my
into Red Cross headquarters.
used
Pierce's
remedies
Dr.
to
i jlks
regard
in my girlhood days, and then I decided
t3 take Dr. Pierce a Golden Medical DisJudge Orders Arrest of Feudists.
Manchester, Ky. Feudists of Clay
covery. After taking the second bottlo I
was doing me a world of good,
county who a few months ago were found it returned
strength
rapidly and I felt betimi.lv to shoot opposing clansmen on
ter in every way. 1 am glad indeed to
each
with
hnnds
Joined
have
sight,
recommend the medicine that did me so
other and with the civil authorities to much good and do not hesitate to give
acthe
Mill
following
Creek,
clean up
this statement." Mrs. Gertrude Sell,
1236 Rutland St.
tion of Circuit Judge Hiram J. JohnAll druggists tublets or liquid.
the
for
warrants
son, who hns Issued
arrest of 200 mountaineers. All persons
over. 12
In the Mill Creek territory
years of age will be nrrested by the
head and
posse in Judge Johnson's drive to stop
instantly opens

lawlessness in the
tains.

Kentucky

moun-

National Park Is Free to Tourists.
Denver. The Itocky Mountain National park will be free to tourists
this summer, according to statements
made here by Stephen T. Mather, director of the national park service.
Sir. Mather denied there was truth in
the rumor the federal government Is
planning to assess tourists entering
Ihe park. The state has home the
burden of the road development In the
park to date and until the national
government can show a liberal expenditure itself it could not levy such
II toll.

Colorado River Bill Introduced.
Big Program
The state highway commission in
Washington. Legislation to carry
g
New Mexico has launched a big
Into effect tlie recommendation of
program with six new fed- Congress made recently by Secretary
cost
one
to
eral aid projects,
Full for the protection and developa second to cost $05,505.67, a ment of the lower Colorado river was
third $58,362.87, the fourth $41,624.73, proposed In a bill introduced In the
a fifth $09,844.49 and the alxth
House by Representative Swing, ReThe measure
publican, California.
culls for an appropriation of $70,000,-00Beit Use of Funds.
and authorizes the construction
The states can do no better service of a dnm creating an immense reserto themselves and the country at this voir near Boulder cafion on the Colotime than by using their road fundi
rado river.
for actual construction.
In New Mexico.
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AN EPITOME OF

LATE LIVE NEWS

SOURCES

FROM

time securities.
Levying of additional taxes probably
will lie necessary to meet the deficit of
more than $:ir),(Kll),000 forecast for the
fiscal year of 1)211 by Secretary Mellon, It was said at the treasury. High
officials of the treasury, discussing the
expected deficit, said that no consideration had yet been given to meeting
the lack of funds.
The gross wealth produced by farmers in 11121 bad a value of $2,;i(iO,(WO,- of the aggre000, or about
gate value of the farm products of
f
the
1920, and little more than
aggregate for 1019, the Department of
During
Agriculture has estimated.
,
the same period,
production
of ten crops, which represent about 05
per cent of the total crop acreage, fell
8 per cent.
Contracts for the opening of the
naval oil reserves in Wyoming to private enterprise, and the operation of
those already opened In California in
a manner designed to assure the navy
permanent storage of fuel oil above
ground have been announced by Acting Secretary of the Interior Finney
with the Mammoth Oil Company of
PeDelaware and the
troleum Company of California.
Tluns for the erection In Washington
of a building to cost $1,300,000 as the
home of the National Academy
of Sciences and the National
Council and a center for American science in all Its fields were announced by Dr. C. L. Walcott, president of the National Academy at the
opening session of Its meeting in
Washington.
Reopening of Greek banks, Including
the Nullonnl Hank of Greece, has been
reported to the Commerce Department.
Closing of the banks wns attributed to
forced loan by the government.
1

s

one-hal-

1010-21-

WARSHIP SENT TO

Jack Dempsey, the champion heavy
weight pugilist, was given a warm
welcome on the stage at Paris, re

cently.
Wireless messages received by the
American
legation at Peking from
Canton said the expedition of Sun Yat
CONDENSED RECORD OF THE Sen, head of the Canton government.
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
against Gen. Wu Pel Fu, commander
of central Chinese forces, has been
HOME AND ABROAD.
abandoned definitely.
The Irish Free State constitution lias
been completed and its publication
may be expected within a few days,
ALL
says a dispatch to the London Times
from Dublin. The dispatch adds that
the constitution will he before the elec
SAYINGS,
DOINGS, ACHIEVE- tors for several weeks before the elections.
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
who formerly
FrnncFsco Ooronav,
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
waswilh Uen. Manuel Pelaez in tne
ifausteea oil region, attacked Potrero
del Llano, state of Vera Cruz, with 300
(Watern Nnripipw Union Nni Serrlct.)
men. The town was sacked nnd the
WESTERN
rebels carried off vnlunble plunder, ac
A meteor of unusual size and bril- cording to the official report made at
liancy darted across the sky west of Mexico City.
Los Angeles recently. Observers at the
The Portuguese aviators who were
Mount Wilson
'.servntory, about attempting a flight from Portugal to
twenty miles north of Los Angeles, Brazil will be unabUs to proceed in
said the meteor was fifteen or twenty their hydro-airplan- e
from St. Paul
times as brilliant as the planet Venus. rocks, a few hundred miles short
The "fullest Investigation" which of their goal on the American conticounty officials promised would be nent, where they landed because of the
made of the raid at Inglewood, a sub- damage to their machine.
urb of Los Angeles, when one man
Advices from Sulonikl, Greece, re
wns killed and two wounded, one pos- port great loss of life at Monnstlr as a
sibly fatally, was expected to center result of an explosion of war material
about Hid Inquest over the body of the stored 200 meters from the Monastir
dead iiiun.
railway station. Hundreds of children
As u protest against a 10 per cent were burled in the ruins of a church
on which shells fell, and It wns bewage cut union trades workmen, vari- lieved
1,800 soldiers Wore buried la the
ously estimated at from 200 to 1,000,
are on strike in the San Francisco bay ruins of their barracks which were dedistrict. The strike affected the I'o-tci- o molished.
The American embassy In Wilhelm- and Alameda plants of the Ilethle-heShip Hulldlng Corporation and a platz again houses a fully accredited
few machine shops and foundries ambassador, the concluding formality
on effecting complete nnd formal re
known as "outside shops."
of diplomatic relations beman
dead
One
and two others storation
is
tween the United States and Germany
wounded, one possibly fatally, as the
having been disposed of when Alanzon
result of a raid at Inglewood, a sub- H. Houghton placed in the hands of
urb of Los Angeles, of the house of President Ebert his letters of credence,
an alleged bootlegger by a band of
designating him "ambassador extra
masked men estimated to have nunV
and plenipotentiary" of the
ordinary
bered more than 100. The dead and United Slates
government to Germany.
wounded are said by county officials,
who are endeavoring to fix the respon- GENERAL
Hedrick, Ind., nlmost wiped off the
sibility for the raid, to have been both
peace officers and members of the map by the recent floods and cyclones,
s to be rebuilt at once.
masked band.
Three women were elected town
J. Foster Symes, United States dis
councilinen In the municipal election
been
for
Colorado, lias
trlct attorney
at Bradley, S. D., defeating five men
nominated by President Harding to be
seeking the same offices.
United States district Judge for the
The second annual observance of
Colorado district. Mr. Symes has been "National
Hospital day," the anniverprominent for a long time in business sary of the birth of Florence Nightinanil political circles In Uenver, as well gale, will be held
throughout the
as being active In clubs and social United States May 12.
life. Following announcement of Mr.
President Harding recently assured
Svmes nomination by President Hard a delegation of far western senators
attor
ing, the United Stales district
that the McNary reclamation bill, inney's office was flooded with calls of volving Ihe expenditure of .$:SrO,O00,00U
congratulations.
in reclaiming arid lands anil swamp
lands In southern and western states,
WASHINGTON
has his full support.
Looking ut the public utilities of
Mrs. Esther Dudley has filed suit In
and
Mexico
Wyoming
Colorado, New
from a bread and butter angle, figures the District Court at ISutte, Mont, askJust compiled show that, aside from ing damages of $,''0,000 from Louis
taxes and the purchase of supplies and Kaufman, prominent In business in
forcimaterials, these organizations annual- Butte, on the allegation that lie
distribute $21,000,000 in wages bly kissed her. The alleged offense
ly
took place Jan. 10, she charges.
among more than 10,000 employes.
the methods of Jesse
Adopting
Manufacturers are required to use
James and Cole Younger, two hightrade names and labels which will conrode Into Leadhlll, Ark.,
waymen
vey to Hie purchasing public an accur- robbed the bank of .$8,000 In
Liberty
ate description of Ihe materials or in- bonds and $2,000 In cash and rode off.
their
products, The gunmen who had tied their horses
gredients composing
the Supreme Court decided In a case near the bank, forced the cashier and
ComTrade
Federal
brought by the
assistant cashier to accompany them to
mission against the Winsled Hosiery their mounts.
Company.
Mary Garden has announced her reAllied governments to which the tirement as director general of uhe
United States government extended Chicago Opera Company, a position
loans daring the World war have been which she has held for the past year.
advised by the Slate Department that "I am an artist, and I have decided
the American debt refunding commis- that my place is with the artists, not
sion is prepared to begin negotiations over Ihein," she declared in u state-men- u
which was taken as an Indicafor conversion of the various loans,
amounting to $11,000,000,000, Into long- tion that she would remain with the

organization as a singer.
Armed with revolvers two negroes
forced' a messenger for the Southeast
State Bank of Kansas City, Mo to
leave a crowded street car, enter a motor car and accompany them for sev
eral blocks while they robbed hlia of
$1,000 In cash nnd $7,000 In checks.
A general order directed specifically
against the Ku Klux Klan and declar
ing that there Is no room In the Okla
homa National Guard for any officer
or man who owes allegiance to any
(lower, secret organization or society
that might become arrayed against the
United States or the state of Oklaho
ma and its laws has been issued in
Oklahoma City by Gov. J B. A. Rob
ertson.
The best long distance runner In the
country eleven years ago proved himself the best again when Clarence II.
Do Mar of Melrose raced home a win
ner for the second time of the Boston
Athletic Association's annual American
marathon road race. De Mar's time of
hours, 1,8 minutes, 10 seconds, for the
miles of rolling roads wns
twenty-fiv47
seconds better than the record
made by Frank T. Zuna of New York
last year.
Former Democratic National Chair
man George White of Marietta, Ohio,
was among eight passengers injured
when a Baltimore & Ohio passenger
train was wrecked twelve miles south
of Zanesvllle, Ohio. Engineer Elmer
Preston of Pnrkersburg, W. Va., was
White's Injuries are said to
killed.
have been slight.
Suit for $200,000 has. been filed in
Omaha, Neb., by Clarence Hall, a bookkeeper for the Union Pacific railway,
against E. John Brandeis, millionaire
merchant,
charging Brandeis with
alienating the affections of his wife.
.
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Southwest News

CAR TRAVELS MILE
IN 22 SECONDS AT PABLO BEACH

TWENTY-INC-

H

PEKING BY U. S,

From All Over

New Mexico
and Arizona

FLAGSHIP PREPARES

AMERICAN

TO AID AMERICANS

IN

CHINA.
(Wnuro Ntmpapft UnlM Sen Mnlot.)

First actual work on the reconstruction of the Apache trail east of Mesa
to Roosevelt has been launched.
In the arrest of a man who gives bis
name, as "Albert Clark," Sunta F6 police think they may have a clue of Importance In solving the VIdal Lopez
lnurder mystery.
At the recent election held In Tula-rosN. M., a majority of the residents
of the city went on record as In favor
of the $75,000 bond issue for the build
ing of a new waterworks.
The First National Bunk of Demlng
has closed a deal with the bunk at Co
lumbus by which the business of the
latter will be transferred to Demlng
nnd will be handled by the First Na- lonal here.
Reports of the hunters of the Bio
logical Survey show that 126 predatory
animals have been killed In New Mexico since the first of the year. In the
Black range and the Gila country
many mountain lions have been killed.
Children, either In a spirit of play
or unmindful of the consequences of
their act, nlmost caused the derailment
and possible wrecking of Southern Pacific pussenger train at Yuma, Ariz.,
when they placed several spikes on
tracks just south of Yuma.
An "International Run" from Phoe
nix to Nogales,
Mexico, is being
planned by the Automobile Club of Arizona nnd the good roads entertainment
chair
committee, J. J. Montgomery,
man, as the crowning feature of the
big national good roads convention to
be held in Phoenix during the week of

CIVIL WAR ON IN CHINA

CHINE3E

PRESIDENT AND HIS
ARE WORRIED AS
BATTLE THREATENS.

CABINET

a,

April 24.
Jewell A. Bostlck, charged with Im
portation, possession and transportation of 102 quarts of tequila, has been
bound over to the federal grand jury
under bond of $2,000 and committed to
the Plmu county Jail, according to commissioner's records filed In the office
f the United States District Court at
Tucson.
Members of the Maricopa county
board of supervisors, at a recent meet
ing, voted to Join with the supervisors
and commercial bodies of Cochise, Santa
Cruz, Pima, Pinal nnd Yuma counties
In requesting the governor of Arizona
ind the State Highway Department to
designate the Southern Arizona Inter- late highway a primary Interstate
route.
W. S. Eason, a resident of Demlng,
N. M., has been held to the grand Jury
imiler bond of $o00, charged with Ille
gal voting at the recent election. While
t Is said that Eason had lived In the

state and county the required length
)f time, he had been In the precinct
inly two weeks. His hnllot wns chnl- enged at the polls but he nislsted on
listing his ballot.
The New Mexico Cowboys' Reunion
Association voted to hold the eighth
mnunl roundup at Las Vegas July 3,
4 and 5. Business men have raised the
equired purse, and the reunion will
ffer, as usual, $5,000 in prizes for rop- ng, bronc riding, steer bulldogglng,
cowboy and cowgirl races, fancy roping nnd riding, and all the events that
s
rodeo.
jo to make up a
When the war finance bill, an einerg-ncmeasure introduced In the Sen
ate by Senator James Scott of Navajo
minly, became effective with the sign- ng of the bill by Gov. Thomas E.
'aiiipliell, loans to Arizona cattle and
ilieep men by the War Finance Corpor
ation amounting to approximately $1,- been held up
have
500,000, which
awaiting the passage Of the measure,
were released.
Apple Blossom day, one of the big
gest events in New Mexico, wns held
n Roswell April 18. All the business
houses In the city were closed.
On account of the fact that there has
been little snow during the winter In
he Gila country near Silver City, N.
M., all visitors and tourists have been
asked by the officials of the forest
service to guard against fires during
the summer. May and June will be the
worst months nnd special guards will
be stationed In then ationnl forest durThe forests have
ing these" months.
been well posted and everything possible done to save the country from
first-clas-

y

(WUra

Kanpiper Union

Nfn fcrrlot.)

Manila, P. I. The flagship Huron of
the Asiatic squadron has rush orders
to sail for China, because of the dis-

turbed conditions there.

'

Washington. The orders to the

Hu-

ron were understood to be of a precautionary nature only In view of conditions In China. Should lives of Amer
icans be endangered, It was pointed
out, assistance could be rendered by
the Huron, although It Is believed no
landing orders are Involved.
Peking.
Peking now Is isolated
from the south so far as trains are con
cerned. The Peking-Hunkorailroad
has Interrupted its services on account
of the troop movements of Gen. Wu
Pei-Fthe central Chinese leader, and
the Peking-Shangha- i
line previously
had been cut by the forces of Gen.
Chang Tso-LIgovernor of Manchuria.

Except for the rapid concentration

The

state of

Arizona stands to lose
as the result of the action of
former State Treasurer Harry S. Ross
In accepting the bond of the Central
Finance Corporation as surety for state
funds deposited with the Bunk of
This Is the significance of a decision handed down by the Supreme
Court at Phoenix In the matter of the
receivership of the bank, In which It Is
held that the stnte is not a preferred
creditor as clulmed by the attorney
Wlll-co-

general.
Governor Campbell has approved the
claim of Frank S. Faurot of Welser,
Idaho, former deputy sheriff of Washington county, Idaho, for the $1,000 reward offered by Arizona for the arrest
and conviction of Hurry Nash, the
murderer of Martin Schwab at Flag-
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MAKING SPRINGS
RIDE VERY EASY
Most

of Them Are Either Too

Stiff or Too Soft and Either

Is Uncomfortable.

of troops by both generals, the mili

situation remains unchanged.
commanders of' the American,
British, Japanese and French forces
at Tslentsln have been ordered to co
operate in maintaining communication between Peking and the sea un
der the provisions of International
agreement.
A survey made by the military at
taches shows that Gen. Chang Tso- LIn has 95,000 troops, distributed as
follows:
Seventy, thousand in the
north of Tientprovince of Chlh-Lsin; 15,000 about twenty miles south
of Tientsin nnd 10,000 about twelve
miles southwest of Peking.
is continuing his
Gen. Wu
advance northward. His soldiers are
distributed as follows: Twenty thou
sand at Paotlngfu, capital of the
province of Chih-L- I ; 40,000 In the
province of Honnn, while 15,000, under
Gen. Feng Uhshlang, known as the
"Christian general," are marching to
reinforce him from the province of
tary
The

Pei-F- u

Shensl.
Opinion
prevails here that Gen.
lo desirous of delaying
Chang Tso-LI- n

an actual clash because he has funds
available at Mukden, while Wu Pei-FIs understood to be lacking In
funds, necessitating levies upon the
country to pay heavy expenses, and
Is, therefore, reported to be anxious
to sele the affair quickly.
u

Held for Jury Tampering.
Los Angeles Herbert S. Hocking,
private detective, was found guilty
here of contempt of court and sentenced to five days in jail as a result
of an Investigation Into alleged tamper
Ing with jurors, in the case of Arthuf
C. Burch, under trial on a charge ol
murder of J. Belton Kennedy last August. Hocking told Judge Sidney N.
Reeve that he had no defense against
the charge other than having followed
Instructions given him from the dis-

trict attorney.
Fire Destroys Mission Home.
Omaha, Neb. For the second time,
within a few years, fire of unknown
origin practically destroyed the Episcopal Mission school buildings at St
Mary's mission on the Rosebud Indian reservation in southern South Da
kota, according to advices received
All children housed In th
here.
The
school escaped without injury.
property loss has not been estimated.
The mission was founded more than
forty years ago, and hundreds ol
Sioux Indian children have been edu-

cated there.

fires.

$20,000

Here's a modern speed buggy, but 20 inches at the widest part of the
seconds.
that has covered a mile In the phenomenal time of 22
This was done at Pablo beach course, Fla,, by Slg Haugdahl, noted speed
driver, who Is preparing for further assaults on Father Time at the Daytona
beach course. The speedwagon Is a specially constructed machine, developing
250 horsepower, with a motor that was Intended for use In a government hyHaugdahl claims he can travel 175 miles an hour In his car.
droplane.
body,

Newspaper Feud Results In Killing.
Durango. William L. Wood, cltj
editor of the Durango Herald, wai
shot to death here by Rod S. Day, edl
tor and manager of the Durango Democrat, as the climax of a bitter newspaper feud between the rival editor!
that recently had resolved Itself Into
The men,
alleged personal slander.
both well known In newspaper circles
throughout Colorado, have been unfriendly since a year ago.
Soviet Asks Cancellation of Debts.
Genoa. Another new twist In the
Russian tangle again causes Inquietude In conference circles. It Is un-

derstood that at the meeting of the
experts on the Russian question the
soviet delegates argued for the comand
staff.
plete wiping out of the war debts
Extension of activities of the Calualso relinquishment of all arrears In
met & Arizona Mining Company Into Interest on prewar debts. Simultanethe Jerome district again Is arousing ously they asked for assurances that
suffimuch Interest to mining circles. In the powers would grant loans
to, reorganize
Russia
enable
to
cient
move
Jerome, particularly, every
by
her national Ufa- the C. & A. on the Verde Central property Is bolng closely watched.

LUBRICATION

OFTEN

BLAMED

Indiscriminate Advice May Be Worse
Than Useless as No Two Sets Are
Alike Intelligent Attention
Is Big Need.
Automobiles
may be divided into
two classes, those with springs that
are too stiff and those, that are too
soft. Either can be very uncomfortable. "Here and there, of course,

there Is a car with springs that really
spring without springing the occupants of the car against the top,"
writes an expert
Automobile instruction books, car
experts and all the wiseacres of the
fraternity advise one to lubricate the
springs regularly. If the springs need
it, that Is very good advice, but it
sometimes happens that the lubrication Is the very last thing that the
springs need. If you could work a
little rust or gummed oil between the
spring leaves and thus retard the
spring action, It might be endurable.
Of course, this Is when the springs are
too soft and spring too much. Indiscriminate advice as to the care of
springs may be worse than useless.
No two sets of springs require the
same medicine. Therefore, before following anyone's advice to lubricate
the springs It were well to discover
whether they need It

LACK

OF OIL RUINS STARTER

Lack of Lubrication May Cause Bearings to Become Dry, Overheat
and Finally Seize.
A starting motor In good condition
will respond Instantly whenever it Is
desired to crank the engine, and will
continue efficiently the cranking operation as long as It receives current
from the battery. Lack of attention;
however, especially In regard to lubrication, may cause bearings of the
starter to become dry, overheat and
finally seize. This trouble may not be
noticeable during a previous use, but
on attempting to again crank the engine the starter refuses to revolve. No
amount of pressure on the switch button will move the starter armature
until the bearing has been cooled and

properly lubricated. These bearings
require but little oil, but should receive a definite amount regularly.
PLAN
By

FOR LOCKING NEW CAR

Removing Distributor Arm of
nition System Owner Can Prevent Robbery.

Many modern cars are fitted with a
battery Ignition system in which the
distributor arm Is removable.
By removing this arm the car owner makes
It possible to steal his vehicle only by
towing It away or by fitting another
The arm may be
distributing arm.
removed simply by unclasping the distribution cover to which wires are attached.
It usually happens-- that there
is only one way In which this arm
will fit, so that there need be no
worry about replacement.

GASOLINE FEED LOCK

Pit from
faoiuiulank.

Soft Springs Yield Easily.
Soft springs, so flexible that they
yield easily to road unevenness, are
Inclined to compress too readily when
they drop Into a hole or hit a bump.

They fly back into normal position,
sag down again and after a while
cease vibrating. Meanwhile you are
bouncing around like a rubber ball.
Now to oil such a spring merely Intensifies all this. You do not need the
exercise acquired by the oiling proc
ess. You will get all you need riding
in the car without It. Such a spring
needs friction between the leaves
rather than lubrication. Friction slows
the motion of the spring and steadies
the car.
Now, almost every one will tell you
that friction between the leaves makes
the car ride hard. Probably the first
time you heard anyone say Oils and
thought your car was not particularly
easy you oiled the springs and went
from the frying pan into the Ore.
However, this complaint Is not as
general as that where the springs, utterly neglected and rusted together,
have lost a large part of their resili
ency, so that the car rides like a farm
wagon. In such a case lubricating the
spring leaves Is the greatest aid to
comfort. A quarter's worth of graph
ite grease and a liberal quantity of
elbow grease works wonders for a
stiff spring.
Intelligent Attention Needed.
Springs really do need a great deal
of attention, If It be Intelligent atten
tion. They should be taken apart at
least twice a year and cleaned and
lubricated well. There may be ob
tained lubrication Inserts to go be
tween the leaves of the springs,
which usually last for the life of the
car. If the springs have been well designed they will not need extra attachments to make the car ride easily,
car will not
hut a
ride as easily with two persons as
with Its normal load. The point
ivhere the springs are attached to the
oody and the suspension point on the
axle or frame need frequent inspec
tion and lubrication regularly at the
points Indicated In the car Instruction
book. Spring shackles will wear quicka
ly unless lubricated, rendering
breakdown much more likely.
seven-passeng-

Ig-

Pine to
Carbureter.
A new kind of safety device against
theft Is this lock attached to,, the
gasoline line, so that It can stop the
passage of fuel from the vacuum tank
to the carburetor.
It Is Installed on
the Instrument board or under It

AOJ"trMSDLE
Beware of overprinilng the engine.
First motorcar exhibited
"freak" In a circus.

was

a

A 45 per cent import duty on American cars Is the principal obstacle to
sale of these products In France.

Each applicant for a driver's license

In Spain must get a certificate of good
conduct from the mayor,
American, English, Italian WW German automobiles may be seen in Con-

stantinople.
Of the 815 establishments for the
production of automobiles ,tn this
country, 68 are in Michigan.

United States forest service is cooperating with cities In southern California In establishing camps for auto
tourists.
Members of the Rubber club, San
Francisco, wlU mutilate their own
tires to prevent their getting beck
Into service.

State Department at Washington
has a collection of license tag"vrom
every state and twenty foreign" countries.
A law is being discussed In the New
York legislature which would compel
people to walk on the left tide of

country roads.
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Will Preserve
Historic Fort

ROBBER DE LUXE

RAIDS

200

17 YEARS' WORK
RUINED BY GIRL
.

HOMES
Tot Destroys
Had Spent
Man
Pipe Organ
In
Building.
Many Years

Eight-Year-O- ld

-

and Gen. William Clark, Lewis Cass
and Winfleld Scott.
The treaties of 1826 and 1830, where
in the Indians deeded away the last of
their lands east of the Mississippi
river, were signed at Fort Crawford.
The Black Hawk war centered about
ORIGINAL WAS BUILT IN 1812 it, and Abraham Lincoln, then a young
lieutenant was stationed at the fort
during this conflict. Chief Blackhawk
Most Famoui of Any of the Forts In was taken to the post as a prisoner
after his capture by the Winnebago
the Northwest Has Fascinating
chiefs after the rout of the Sacs and
History Zachary Taylor
Foxes at the Battle of Bad Axe.
Once Commandant.
Near the site of the fort Is Fort
Prairie du Chlen, Wis. Preservation Crawford cemetery, where those who
and eventual reconstruction of historic died during their term of service were
Fort Crawford is forecast by the ac- burled. The cemetery Is government
owned and well cared for.
tion of the Prairie du Chlen chapter
of the D. A. K. In securing an option
on the property from W. R. Graves, its THIS BEAR IS BULLET-PROO- F
owner, in an effort to preserve It for
histul-lca- l
purposes.
Three Slugs From Rifle Fall to Stay
Fort Crawford was the most famous
Onrush of Bruin In Pennsylof any of the forts In the Northwest.
vania Wilds.
The original post, Fort Shelby, was
1812.
war
of
Hardly
built during the
Lewisburg, Pa. Samuel Crone, a
had the first American troops taken Shamokin butcher, encountered a bear
detachment
a
possession of It, when
that weighed about 400 pounds,
of British troops,
by In- dropped the animal with a bullet from
dians, came down the Wisconsin river hl& rifle, but was startled to see the
end laid siege to It. The garrison was bear rise and, howling with pain, race
forced to surrender and for a year the toward him on
Union Jack floated over the frontier
Two more shots were fired and
post and southwestern Wisconsin was struck the tough hide of the animal,
a part of the British empire.
inflicting
painful wounds, but each
Buildings Ruined by Fire.
time the bear refused to stay down,
1812
the
of
of
War
close
the
the
At
fort was evacuated and shortly afterward most of the buildings were gutted by lire. The American government then rebuilt the fort on the same site, calling
It Fort Crawford. Later a new site
w&Veliosen a mile south on higher
ground and a larger Fort Crawford
was erected.
Zachary Taylor, later President of
the United States, was commandant of
It at one time. One of his lieutenants Federal Bureau Is Studying the
was Jefferson Davis, who led the
Question of How to Acsouthern Confftleracy through the
In
love with
Duvis fell
Civil war.
complish ft.
Taylor's daughter and married her, to
the great displeasure of the commandant.
The fort surgeon was Doctor Beau- MANY INADEQUATELY TRAINED
mont, whose
assistant, Martin St.
Alexis, had a bullet hole In his stomGrade School Classes Taught by Per
ach.
Through this hole Doctor Beausons Who Have Not Even High
mont studied the processes of digesSchool Diplomas Trained
thus
conducted
The
tion.
experiments
Teachers Barred.
still form the major part of the knowledge medical science has of the stomSt. Alexis Is
ach and Its functions.
Washington, D. C Commissioner
mentioned in many school physiolo- John J. Ticert of the bureau of edu
cation and his assistants are studying
gies.
the nuestion of how to raise the
Other Notables at Fort.
Others stationed at the fort at va- standard of training for school teach
rious times were the historian, Henry ers throughout the United btates,
Schoolcraft ; the artist, George Calvin ; Thousands of women and men en- -
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Makes Confession to Chicago Po

for More
Than $500,000 Loot.

lice Accounting

Daughters of American Revolu
tion Plan Reconstruction of
Famous Fort Crawford.

HAS CLEVER "SYSTEM"
Other Smooth Workers Are Boobs
Compared to "Master Thief," Say
Police Officials Only Weap-

All

IIS

II

'jm

on Ammonia

Gun.

men
and
South side
Hyde Park
silverware,
furs and clothing stolen from them,
following the astonishing confession
of Edward Collins, alias George Wil
street,
liams, IS East Twenty-firs- t
Chicago's "de luxest" burglar.
Collins, whose criminal record dates
back to 1004, when he was sent to
Jollet for burglary, was arrested by
Sergeants John Mulcnhy, Fred Web
stcr and John Ruddy at Forty-sixt- h
street and Woodlawn avenue. They
had been looking for him for weeks.
His confession, made to Capt. Patrick
J. McCuley of the Hyde Park station,
and to Chief Fltzmorrls, will account
for $500,000 worth of stolen goods and
Incidentally disclose a huge ,"dope'
Collins robbed
ring, police believe.
more than 200 homes.
"System" Wins Police Comment.
d
Chicago.
women of an exclusive
neighborhood crowded the
police station to Identify

A pair of sparkling eyes beneath
an Ingenious feather mask. The new
summer fan for milady. This is the
latest in costume ball apparel.

and by the time It was ten feet In
front of Crone the latter's weapon
Jammed.

Desperate, the hunter decided to
battle with the stock of his rifle as a
club and stood his ground as the an!
mal rose on Its hind legs as If to rush
him. Suddenly the bear changed Its
mind, turned and ran limping into the
woods.

the smooth workers I've ever
seen are boobs compared to Collins,"
said Captain McCauley, in grudging
admiration of the burglar's "system
Collins always made sure his victim
was away at the time of his coll. To
make doubly sure, on entering the
hallway he would push the door button three times. The rest the jimmy
ing of the locks was easy. His only
tools were the jimmy and an ammonia
pistol, filled with water, that looked
trusted with the education of large like an automatic. He said that in
groups of children in the public schools his long career he has used it but
lack what the federal otliciuls regard twice.
as an adequate preparation for their
velvet-linetrousers
A
special
work, Doctor Tlgert said.
pocket was for diamonds alone. After
In the grade schools ninny persons
rifling the householder's choicest efare teaching classes who huve not fects he would
pile them into a suit
even high school diplomas, according case
(also found In the apartment),
to a recent Investigation by the bu
for a taxi cnb and saunter
reau of education. According to the telephone downstnlrs.
leisurely
woman
to
man
or
federal standards a
Recover $10,000 Worth of Loot.
be properly equipped for teaching
Loot to the extent of $10,000 was
should have at least a normal school recovered In his Twenty-firs- t
street
education. If the teaching is to be abode. Although he hns stolen np- that in high schools a college or university diploma should represent adeIn other words the
quate training.
training of the teacher should reach
considerably beyond the subject t be
'
taught.
Many Are Barred.
Thousands of men and women who
were adequately trained to teach are
now barred from the schools, It has
been found. This is a result of the
war. When living costs increased
faster than teachers' salaries large
numbers of teachers who were well
equipped for their work were compelled to step out of the schools Into
the other other positions that would
pay better.
Many were practically
forced out by lack of means to remain, although their first interest was
with the schools.
There was a national shortage of
Economic depressions fol
teachers.
lowed. Persons with hardly any training stepped into the vacant positions.
At the same time the level of salaries
paid teachers began to be increased.
More and more inadequately trained
persons went Into the schools ns teachers. The shortage of teachers ceased
There are now
to be a problem.
enough, so that few schools need reWould Pile Them In a Suitcase.
main closed for lack of men and women to conduct them.
proximately a half million In vnlue.
Standard Lowered.
Collins declared that he hns realized
But the teachers who are Inade in cash about 1 per cent of that sum.
"I live at
avenue," one of
quately trained nre holding the positions. And many persons who studied his victims would state In the police
to make teaching their life work are station where Collins was affably aswithout positions. School boards gen- sisting In the return of property.
"I remember thnt perfectly," would
erally feel that In all fairness those
persons who accepted positions when be his reply. "I was there at three
there was a teacher shortage should o'clock on February 22. I got two
be retained.
furs, a necklace and a suitcase
The standard of training for teach there."
ers thus has been very largely lowSergeants Feery and Webster unered throughout the schools In all sec- packed half a dozen suitcases nnd
tions of the United States, the reports hundbags In the station squad room.
show. The correction of this situation Out came silverware, furs, men's and
may take several years, according to women's suits, an Ivory toilet set, and
three automatic revolvers. Collins' vicCommissioner Tlgert,
tims examined It eagerly. The loot,
which covered a long table, was meremaintain the glory of the dead em- ly a suggestion of what was found at
perors, and the ceremonies at New his address.
Tear's typified the attitude of these
Collins, a Chicago product,
faithful adherents of a departed order
affable nnd said to be a capawho refuse to allow the glory of the ble
linguist, first got "In bad" In 1004,
Chlng dynasty and the Manchu rule when tient to Jollet for burglary. He
to be dimmed.
was paroled and resentenced at intervals up to 1910.
Wire Rello to Be Preserved.
An oddity is on disPortland,-Ind- .
Penny Bombs Seized by Police.
play In the office of Henry Martin, Jay
New York. Toy bombs selling for
a
is
of
the
county auditor. It
piece
used by school children
first barbed wire ever mnde In this a penny and
to
noise
make
during recess were
country and was brought to the audi- seized
of New York city
by
police
tor by L. P. Fennlg of New Corydon,
complained of
northeast of this city. The wire Is In when a schoolteneher
Chemicals In the glas
links of a length of three or four the disturbance.
caused the children's eyes to
Inches Instead of being one twisted tubes
smart, the teacher said. About 1.60O
now
wire
is
the
as
made.
The
piece
bombs were seized In a store patroniantique piece of wire will be placed in zed
by the children.
the museum of the courthouse,

Now London, Conn. Over in the
village of Westerly, R. I., everybody
knows George W. Holland and every
body knows that George tinkers with
They know also that for 17
things.
years George has labored away In his
musty workshop on a pipe organ, and
the other day he proudly displayed It
In Philadelphia there was a purchaser
waiting for this product of his me
chanical Ingenuity.
The Phlladelphlan, however, will
never get that particular organ. Re
cently the workshop was entered and
George's work of IT years was rained
In less than IT minutes ruined with
tar, aluminum and gilt George quit
his tinkering and began searching for
the organ Wrecker. The guilty person
deserved severe punishment, and
George was determined to see that the
guilty person got It.
The mayor of Westerly,
Deputy
Sheriff Casey and everybody else who

"AH

Raise Standard

for Teachers

Freeze Plays Havoc With Oranges

An unexpected freeze which occurred In.southcm California has not only
spoiled millions of oranges and lemons that were about ready to be picked, but
has also killed hundreds of the trees themselves, causing many orchard owners to take out their trees and replace them with new stock, which will require
several years to come Into bearing. Frozen lemons and oranges are poisonous,
hence great care is taken to see that none of the frozen fruit Is shipped to
market. The illustration shows a pile of frozen lemons and oranges which
were dumped Into a river bed to decay.

HOLD

TO THEIR OLD

jManciuif Retain

Ancient Ceremo-

nies of Former Dynasty.
mperor, Though Virtual prisoner in
Forbidden City, Receives Homage
of Attendante According to
Anolent

GLORIES

-

Forms.

Pekln. In spite of the fact that
Chlng dynasty has been out of power
ffln.ce 1911 and the present emperor of
China is a virtual prisoner in the forbidden city of Pekln, all ceremonies
connected with the Maucbu emperors
sure still kept np.
At the recent Chinese New Tear's
ilebratlon the customary honor was
id To the spirits of the emperors in
heir resting places at the Eastern
nbs.
Offerings of food and provi
sions were placed before the tombs and
jthe old Manchu officials who are still
retained In office by the Chlng dynasty
fcowtowed according to the custom pr- -

scribed in Manchu house law for the
Imperial family.
These ofllclals are experiencing considerable difficulty in following out all
the old customs because of the lack of
funds available for the upkeep of the
emperors' tombs. The funds promised
to the imperial family by the republican government are usually very
tardily paid, with the result that pove
affluent
erty Is facing the
Manchus.
At the eastern tombs many of the
Manchus, deprived of the annual stipend formerly paid by the imperial
government, have been forced to become gatherers of wood and charcoal
In order to support themselves.
The old towns and villages are falling Into ruins, the forests of the huge
tract devoted to the burial of the emperors are fast becoming devastated
monumental tombs are beginand
ning to fall Into rain and decay.
Every effort Is being made by the
officials of the tombs, however, to
one-tim-

te
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Pig With Elephant 'Head.
Forrest
Stlth
Ky.
Irvlngton,
brought in a pig from a litter of eight
that had an elephant head and snout
and only one eye, which was In the
center of its head ; It had no Lair.
The mother came from the state fair

at

LouiavUta.

Officer Finds Own Daughter Drowned.
Mich. When a report
Muskegon,
came to police that a girl had been
drowned In a creek, Officer Edgar
Johnson was dispatched to the scene.
He urrived In time to see neighbors
lift his own
daughter out
of three feet of wuter.

Ruins Work of Seventeen

LOVE

5 UQK
II

SYSTEM

OF HOG

SANITATION

Developed by Department of
Agriculture Require Little
Extra Attention.

Methods

(rnnnl

br the Unlt.d Stitm Department

of Asrlcultur.)
Methods developed by the United
States Department of Agriculture for
raising hogs free of worms have
proved so successful wherever they
have been given a trial, as in McLean
county, 111., that the department feels
no hesitancy In recommending
them
to all hog raisers in the great
areas of the Middle West.
The system recommended by the department is simple, practically the
only requirements being a little extra
care and labor. Just before the farrowing season It Is necessary to clean
the farrowing pens thoroughly with
hot water and lye, and before the sows
are put In all dirt la carefully washed
from their skins. Within two weeks
after farrowing the sows and litters,
which have not been allowed out of
the pens, are moved to a clean pasture one that has not held hogs since
cultivation. The young pigs, In order
to get a good start without worms,
must be kept on clean pasture away
from wormy hog yards without contact with other hogs, except the moth

ers, for at least four months, after
which they are past the grentest dan
ger from worms. To be sure, It Is
necessary to provide proper feed,
water, and shelter, but that Is what
any pig should have.
Experience has shown that there are
four good reasons why this swlne- sanitatlon plan means money to the
farmer. In the first place, pigs without worms grow to greater size and
make more gain for the same quantity
of feed than those that must use a
part of their feed to grow an army of
worms.
It has been shown also that
when those parasites are kept under
control fewer young pigs are lost from
thumps. Pigs that are not weakened
by the Inroads of worms are, as a rule,
less susceptible to the various diseases that are common to theni. And,

Years.

knows George and who had seen the
wreck of the organ were also determined about that.
Tar had been
poured Into the Instrument, destroying
of
mechanism. ' Cans
Its delicate

aluminum and gilt had been emptied
over it, and its pipes and reeds and
Ivory keys had been torn apart. Seventeen years of painstuklng work gone
for nothing.
The hunt for the culprit began with
vigor and with vigor It was carried
on, but after three days the Investigators bejoin to get pretty glum. Deputy Sheriff Casey's own particular
glumness was apparent as he walked
out of the workshop for the fifteenth
time without getting a clue.
Up to
the deputy sheriff marched a boy of
six. "Hello, Mr. Cnsey," he said. "I Young Pigs, Particularly, Should Have
Clean Pens.
know who did It." Casey's eyes opened
wide.
the
finally,
quality of the pork pro"Yes, sir," went on the boy, "'twas duced by clean,
healthy pigs is better
I
Alice Hooper, and Alice knows
know, than
that from wormy, unthrifty ones.
too."
Veterinarians In the department say
In five minutes Deputy Sheriff Wil that
pigs Infested with worms seem
liam II. Casey presented himself at
noticeably more susceptible to mange,
the home of Alice Hooper, aged eight.
necrobacillosls, and possibly other dis
Yes, she did It, Alice said, nnd she
eases, also, than those that are free
was sorry, nnd her brothers were of
them. Both lots of pigs in the
sorry because they, Alice said, bor
government exhibit at the recent Inrowed the ladder which she used to
ternational Live Stock exposition were
enter the workshop.
Infested with mange mites, but the
offi
an
made
Sheriff
Casey
Deputy
worm-fre- e
pigs seemed to be highly
cial report, and when George learned
resistant to their attacks, and In conand
brothers
her
wns
Alice
that
eight
trast with the wormy pigs showed
were five he said he guessed there
little evidence of worry hy the mites.
It
about
to
do
wouldn't be anything
All swine raisers In the corn beTt
after nil.
Should find It profitable to adopt this
system of swine sanitation, but breedPUT SHIN IN BOY'S SPINE ers of purebred hogs should find It
particularly advantageous, for a little
Five Inches From His Leg Used to gain in size and appearance makes a
big difference In the show ring and in
Replace Diseased Bone in
the sale ring.
Boy's Back.
In
operation
Philadelphia. An
which five inches of shin bone were
d
cut from the leg of a
hoy to replace five Inches of his spine
was performed In a hospital here.
The patient, George Hnwklnson,
was brought from his home at Concord, Mass., by his parents. He is
paralyzed from the hips down.
The operation took an hour and
twenty minutes. The piece of backbone that was removed was diseased
and Is sold to have caused the paralysis. It was not necessary to put a
plate In the boy's leg, as physlcinns
said that, because of his age, the shin-bon- e
will grow In such a manner as
to replace the portion removed.

HORSES ARE SOFT IN SPRING
About Neck and Shoulders
Are Full and Plump Collars
Will Need Adjusting.

Muscles

Most farm horsus are at least moderately fat In the spring. In this condition the muscles about the neck and
shoulders will be full and plump and
It will take a rather large collar to fit
The soft condition of the horses, however, coupled with the long days of
hard work, causes them to shrink in
flesh rapidly, and a collar that was a
good fit at the beginning of the season
may be entirely unsatisfactory three
or four weeks later. In some cases
the collar can be made to fit by using
Rat Wore Jewelry.
sweat pad, while In others a new or
a
O.
A
Jewelry
Upper Sandusky,
A different collar will be required. It Is
found"
here.
been
rat
has
wearing
to have collars that
year ago Paul Sammet of near Craw better, however,
ford lost a gold ring In the barn on fit than to use sweat pads.
the farm. Persistent search failed to
Make Sowe Exercise,
locate it. One day recently Sammet
Whole oats scattered on a close floor
saw something glitter on a rat he had
to feed sows and keep them
caught In a trap. Examination dis- are fine
closed the missing ring on the rat's tip and exercising a portion of the day
which gives them vigor and more
neck.
strength to withstand the ordeal of
farrowing.
Boy, 13, Imprisoned for Killing Pal.
ror Kiiimg uu
HarrisDurg, in.
No Cure for Scours.
comnanion in a nuar- Is no sure cure for scours In
There
roi fiillnwlnir a basketball came. Ollle
It Is another case of the old
calves.
Cowell, thirteen years old, has been
that "An ounce of prevention
sentenced to two years in tne peni- saying
Is worth a pound of cure." The main
tentiary on charges of Involuntary thing Is to so handle the calves that
manslaughter.
scours will not appear.
hirtson-vonr-nlil
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American Settler In Western Canada
Tells of Splendid Crops Raised

Year After Year.

KM

i
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HUSH hKIIVHK
It
Harold J. Gregory, of Lowe Farm, 3'on menflun thla imper whensecured
writing
firm
heloir.
:
follows
as
Manitoba, writes
CI.I'ANKHS AND DYICIIS
"When I "came to Canada from Lexington, III., In the fall of 1913, It was
with the spirit of adventure and
ii.inmingm
through curiosity. I always Imagined
that crossing the boundary line took MAIL l!S VOL 11 IIHOKEN GLASSES
me beyond the limits of civilization for repntrg. Our
price are reaaonnble,
Into 'No Man's Land,' and that this
im0-- We examine eyes at no
Free
charge.
1
country abounded with bears, moose, "SJ? "SAVE YOUR nooklet""
EYES." S.
FOKD OPTICAL CO.
caribou and other wild game. Imagine
my disappointment when I reached I"2Q Slxteonth Street, Denver. Colorado
my friend's home Just In time to help
him through a month of harvest
FOR YOUR PRINTING NEEDS
wheat, barley, flax and oats. I re
Patronize your home publisher. His
alized then the possibilities that this
prices are just as good or better than
you can yet elsewhere.
Your work
almost untouched territory held open
will be Riven prompt and satisfactto the
g
settler, with Its
ory attention. Help to build up your
local industries
by
having your
rich, virgin soil, good markets, railwork done at home.
road systems, graded roads, etc.
"In the spring of 1914 I came back
lIAUOM)i AND WATCHES.
with the Intention of testing out my
JIOWIOI.UY CO.
Mflt. and ltupali inn. All orders promptly
g
Judgment concerning the soil's
to.
sttondnd
1879,
ldth ft Champa.
Et.
powers. This I did with comMAGNETOS Used.
plete satisfaction. I am now farming
Jlejv
For
& M. C.
480 acres of land at Lowe farm, and
Mllltneto Snerlnlty Works, 204 W' St.
have raised crops of equal value to the
siioks in:PAHti:i).
purchase price of the land on which
soles, tl.00, $1.25, 11.50, $180.
it was raised two or three different Men's
Ladies' soles, 80c. $1.05, f 1.30. J1.65.
times. I have found this land to be Postage prepaid to any point. UASTF.UN
l
SIIOI-KACTOUY.
Yellow
to
land
In
that
any
superior
fertility
1533 Champa Ht. Denver, Colo.
I
seen
ever
have
land
seen, and have
n Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Arkansas,
If it is plpo you are
we
Oklahoma,
Kansas, Wisconsin, and have any size, any kind.looking for,
parts of Minnesota and North Dakota. Havens Tiros., 1C22 Wazoe St., Denver.
'The present low prices of machiniioti:i,s
Liirlmer. Rooms 75c
ery make this year an exceptional one WIM1SOI1, lsth
In Its opportunities to the man who up. Special ratus topeiinanent guests.
wants to make a new start under
favorable conditions.
Why raise
corn for 50 cents a bushel on $300 per Commercial inquiries unswei-eand
acre land, when you can get good im- information gladly furnished without
cost.
Address any firm above.
proved wheat land for $50 per acre,
and wheat selling for $1.15 at your
Averted by Operation.
Strangling
local elevator? I was enabled to purTrenton, N. J. His windpipe slit
chase a Gray Dort automobile from
the profit of a hay crop produced In and held open by two fellow convicts
one year. This district offers good to permit air to enter his IunsJohn
facilities for stock raising and there Monroe, convict at New Jersey state
are special opportunities for the hog prison,
serving from five to ten years
raiser."
for breaking and entering, is much ImInformation regarding all districts
after the operation. Monroe
of Western Canada may be had from proved
is affected with tuberculosis. He was
any agent of the Canadian govern
found gasping for breath In his cell.
ment. Advertisement.
Dr. Martin YV. Keddan of this city.
prison surgeon, wns called. He ImmeThe Hardest Ever.
the man's windpipe and
The Professor "The diamond Is the diately slit
nsked for aid of two convicts to hold
hardest known substance, Inasmuch us
it open to permit air to penetrate the
It will cut glass." The Cynic "Glass
man's lungs.
My dear sir, a diamond will even make
an Impression on a woman's heart."- Town Topics.
Treaty Upsets Conference.
Genoa. The signing of a treaty between Germany and Russia, which
Important to ail Women
nullifies the
treaty and
Readers of this Paper
has not all been paid In, but the grazing receipts
full diplomatic relations
for 1921 will amount to about $2,130,174. The
between these two countries on a basis
total appropriations carried
this bill for the
Thousands
thousands of women of equality, lias caused profound asForest Service is $0,532,302, as compared with an have kidney orupon
bladder trouble and never
tonishment and resentment among the
expenditure last year, Including deficiencies,
suspect it.
Women's
$0,990,302.
complaints often prove to be allied delegations. The ministers of
There is one considerable reduction on the face nothing else but kidney trouble, or the the powers which convened the conresun oi Kidney or bladder disease.
ference decided to have a committee
of this bill In the Items for the extension of activi
If the
are not in a healthy con
of experts examine this treaty to deties of the Department of Agriculture along the dition, kidneys cause
the other organs termine whether it conflicts with the
they may
line of the work now being done under the Smithio Decome aiseased.
Lever Act. These Items are now carried In four
You may suffer pain in the back, head- Cannes resolutions or the treaty of
'
Versailles.
T
separate Items. The first of these Items carried acne ana loss oi ambition.
Poor health makes you nervous, irrita$715,720 and wns for farm demonstration work
be
ble
and
may
In the North. The second carried $634,800 for
despondent; it makes any
Protest Removal of Bureau.
the same sort of work In the South under a gen oneButso. hundreds
of women claim that Dr,
The Colorado senators
Washington.
erul title of
eradication and control. rulmers
Swamp-Kooby
restoring protested against a suggested plan for
the third was a small Item of $16,360 carried for health to the kidneys, proved
to be just the abolishment of the western recla- supervising expenses In connection with the ex the remedy needed to overcome such mntioa
headquarters at Denver and Its
tension services of the Government, and the fourth conditions.
was a general Item of $1,500,000, which was orig
Many send for a sample bottle to see what consolidation with the general reclaSwamp-Roothe great kidney, liver and mation bureau In the Interior Depart
inally made for the purpose of advancing the bladder
medicine, will do for them. By ment here. Director Davis of the recr
Act by three years,
maturity of the
The first three items have been consolidated In enclosing ien cents to Jjr. Kilmer & Vo., lamation bureau and Acting Secretary
Binghamton, N. Y., you may receive sam of the Interior Finney promised that
one item In this bill with a reduction of $53,280,
ple size bottle by Parcel Post.
You can
and the fourth item, which is now the second item, purchase medium and large size bottles at no action will be tnken until Secretary
Fall returns from the West.
an drug stores. Advertisement.
has been reduced from $1,500,000 to $1,000,000,
Mr. Clarke of New York. Has the approprla
New Form.
tlon for the distribution of seeds for buncombe
German Troops In Ruhr.
Percy How would you aw like to
nurnnsps been eliminated from this htll?
The
German government,
Paris.
Mr. Anderson. The committee did not report the own aw a little puppy, Miss Dovelyl
says Emile Hure, In L'Eclalr, has sent
D.
Miss
Is
so
This
Mr.
for
the
sudden,
seed
congressional
distribution,
provision
12,000 "shock troops" into the Ruhr
Detroit News.
Chnplnghnm.
That Is not Included In the bill.
and announces readiness for resisMr. Clarke. Thank God for that.
(Just the
tance in Upper Silesia,
the
same, It was put into the bill later).
Russian Red armies nre threatening
the Polish and Rumanian frontiers.
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the nniiual uiipropriullon bill
for the United States IX'imi'tinent
of Agi'k'ultui'e comes up every year
In congress there is much deliute
over Its ninny items and over its
First
tlie house
line tolul.
tlireshes It out. Then the senate
poos over what the house has done.
Then the two houses light it out
In conference.
Sometimes It looks
us If (here might he n deadlock.
The department Is a big one, with
many uctlvllles affecting both pro
ducer and consumer; so the total
Appropriation Is necessarily large. There Is always a Mood of oration pro and con. Here are
oui Items of general interest that were set forth
In the dehnhe over the approprlutlon for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 11)23 (six months of 1022
calendar year and six months of 1023). First Is
B statement regarding farms und farmers by Representative Philip II. Stoll of South Carolina, In
effect as follows:
From the census of 1!)20 we find that there are
Of these
6.448,343 farms in the United Stntes.
farms 8,I)25,0!K) are operated by owners, 2,454.804
by tenants, and 08,410 by managers.
The total acreage In farms In 11)20 was 055,883,-T1acres, and of this 503,073,007 acres were classl-fleas Improved land. The average acreage per
farm was 148.2 acres. The vnlue per farm Is fixed
at $12,084. It Is interesting to note that of the
total number of farms 700,535 have nn average
of less lhnn 20 acres each, that there are 1,503,732
farms with an acreage between 20 and 40 acres,
and that of farms with acreage of 50 to 09 acres
there are 1,474,715. In other words, more than
of the farmers of the United States are
small farmers, and tend less than 50 acres of land.
It Is also worthy of note that there nre 201.719
farms that are operated by females, and that 76.3
per cent were operated by native white farmers,
white farmers, and 14.7
0 per cent by foreign-borper cent by colored farmers.
There are nearly 0,500,000 Individual farmers In
the United States and there nre more than
men engaged In this work; the permanent
Investment of these farmers In land and equipment
amounts to approximately $SO,000,IKX),000, and the
output of these farms Is worth $25,000,000,000 an.
pually.
Here nre Interesting points In the statement of
pepresentntlve Sidney Anderson of Minnesota of
the appropriations committee:
The total appropriations carried for the regular work of the Department of Agriculture during
The
(he present year amount to $38,088,059.
(mount recommended In the bill now pending Is
This sum, compared with the present
f34,978.033.
appropriations, Is $3,710,020 less than the appropriations for the current year and $1,554,835 less
than the estimates submitted by the Director of
the Budget through the President. It should be
s
jremeuibered, however, that the current law
nn appropriation of $1,000,000 for the purchase of forest lands In the Appalachian Mountain
flange and also carries an appropriation of
to be loaned to farmers In the Grent
Plains area of the country for the purchase of
aoed, so that the bill In fact, eliminating new Items
which have been added, Is approximately $700,000
less than the regular Items carried In the current
appropriation hill. It should also be considered
that the pending bill carries three or four new
Items, one for the operation of the Center Market,
carrying about $105,000; an Item for the enforcement of t,ie packers and stockyards act carrying
$410,800; and nn Item for the enforcement of
futures trading act which carries, I think,
th
1103.000, making the total carried In this hill,
which Is not carried In the prior bills,
5

d

cst and concern to the consumers of the
country
as they are to the farmers of the
country. Approximately $8,000,000 Is spent for research of various kinds. Three million dollars is spent for
service work, such as that Involved In the Inspection of fruit and vegetables, and approximately $4,000,000 Is expended
for extension.

Prior

this year the appropriation for the
forests controlled and operated by the
Forest Service have been carried in something like
130 separate forest Items. In accordance
with the
suggestion made by the Forest Service to the Director of the Budget, the Items for the 139 Individual forests have been consolidated Into eight
items without any Increase In the
total approprlutlon for the forest with this exception, that there Is allocated to the current appropriations in these districts an additional appropriation of $80,000, which Is divided In this
way: $50,000 additional for lire guards. $20,000
for additional technical men In these forests where
the sales of timber are increasing or likely to
$10,000 for additional employment In connection with the grazing In the national forests.
The committee was In part Influenced In
granting
this Increase by the fact' that the air
patrol service, which has heretofore been conducted
by the
War Department In the national forests and In
conjunction with the Forest Service, will be discontinued next year.
In 1921 the receipts from the sale of timber
amounted to $1,775,001, as compared with $2,007,-20in the preceding year, while the receipts from
the grazing privileges in I02O were $2,480,040. It
to

forest-distri-
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Of the total appropriations for the Department

f Agriculture, speaking roughly an" generally,

118,000,000 Is ipent for the conduct of regulatory
aarrlces, uianj of which art as directly of Inter- -
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Trial of Judge Day Looms.
New developments In
the recent shooting at Oklahoma City
of Lieut. Col. Paul Ward Beck, which
may result in a trial of Judge Jean P.
Day, were predicted by War Depart
ment officials. The report of a special
board of officers which made detailed
Investigation into the affair resulting
n the killing of Colonel Beck by Judge
Day is now on Its way to Washington.
Coming in advance of the reports are
letters to Secretary of War Weeks and
other officials of the department predicting that the army report will shed
new light of a startling character ob
the tragedy.
Washington.

Hot

H"''

nieajo-wlill- e

Ask Your Local Dealer

'

Write Now For

32 Page Illustrated

Urges Organization of4usines.
Buffalo, N. Y. Thorough organiza
tion of American business and
ation with labor and agriculture "in
obtaining legislation and administrative policies for the good of the nation
as a whole," was urged by Harry B.
Wheeler, Chicago banker, and for three
years president of the Chamber of
Commerce of the United States, in an

address here.

--

Booklet
Pittsburgh Is to have an heroic bust of William
Pitt, first earl of Chatham (1708-78- ),
which will
stand In the rotunda of the city hall. Pittsburgh
wns
named
for the famous Brit(Fort Duquesne)
ish statesman In 1758 by John Forbes, the British general who revenged Braddock by driving out
the French and building Fort Pitt, which still
stands. The name was suggested by George
Washington.
The bust Is the gift of Sir Charles Wakefield,
former mayor of London. Presentation will be
made May 9 by a distinguished party of Britons,

headed by the marquis of Cambridge.
Mayor William A. Magee (portrait herewith) will receive
the bust on behalf of the city. Pittsburgh Is plan.
celebration.
ning a three-da- y
Sir Charles Wakefield decided to present busts

of Pitt and Edmund Burke about the time Virginia presented to Great Britain, through the
Institution of America, a replica of
statue of Washington that stands In th
capltol at Richmond.
The Burke bust will go to Washington and. will
be received by President Harding.

e

Hou-don- 's

Buys Back Wedding Ring.
Chicago. Edward P. Morse, an attorney, and his wife,, recently were
held up by robbers, wlio took the at-

torney's valuables and

The Lloyd Manufacturing

Company

Dipt. E
Menominee, Michigan

W. N. U., DENVER,

NO.

(17)

22.

stripped

the

wedding ring from his wife's finger.
Mr. Morse bargained with the bandits
for the ring. They agreed to"return It
for $100, according to Mr. Morse. Not
having the cash, he offered them n
signed blank check which they agreed
to fill In for ?100. The canceled check
for $100 has been returned to the

c
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KIDDIES

Something to Think About

SIX

1
Taste is a matter of
tobacco quality

UMLKER

We itate it at our honest
belief that the tobaccoe used
in Chesterfield are of finer
quality (and hence of better
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A LULLABY

a queer little house In
Tiere Is no sunshine In their hearts, THERE'S
Town,
no smile on their faces, no pouring out
Husb-o- ,
my baby, by-- o
everyCOURSE you have rend about of praise for blessings falling
Just over the hill on the lane winding
which they
the royal bride and groom of where about them and of
down,
cannot partake.
And a queer little room with lights
England, and whether married or
on the rock of
to
go
pieces
They
wished
Single yourself, have doubtless
burning low,
fear, and when their days are draw- And shadows that nicker and dance
them joy.
To some people the thought of mar- ing to n close, they let go their hold
to and fro
on life and drift out to sea unnoticed
together
riage Is terrifying, but when all
0, haste, little comrade
associates.
wicked
even
their
by
we'll go
things are considered, it is not half
so alarming as the prospect of a soliHush-o- ,
my baby, by-o- !
Whatever may be the opinion of
tary and forlorn old age.
underworld
Hush-o- ,
A few words, the slipping of a ring the helpless souls of the
my sweet,
my baby; hush-o- ,
with regard to commendable ambi- Come to the cottage on Slumberlaud
upon the finger, a piece of engrossed
hupaper, and the happy twain are united tion, spiritual pride and sweet exstreet,
for life.
mility, they are too cowardly to
Clasped to my heart together we'll go,
Hush-o- ,
press themselves openly.
my baby, by-- o I
"For better" Is not In their ritual;
There are other unions In this world
a thousand times more portentlous "for worse" smudges every line and On Slumberland street In Fairyland
than the betrothal of ardent lovers, mocks everything good, noble and Insquare,
Hush-o- ,
my baby, by-- o !
; which the young should do their ut- - spiring.
Heart-emotions
at
a
are taken
most.lo-avol- d.
Haste, little comrade, we soon Bill be
there ;
The pairing off with bnd habits is wrong valuation by the habitual
careers
Hush-o- ,
my baby, by-o- !
one, sure in the end to lead to sor- doers of evil, who began their
row and remorse, from which there by wedding the sons and daughters Soft, downy couch that the angels
have spread;
is no divorcement or no possible ave- of darkness.
To wed High Resolve, ought to be Slumber, my darling, and God gunrd
nue of escape.
chief purpose In life of every
thy bed ;
ilt is when the youthful first mlsally the
man and woman, for It Is only
till the sun pnlnts the morn a
themselves with evil tilings that they young resolve that humans can at- Sleep rich red
by high
begin to undo themselves.
Husb-o- ,
tain their rightful heritage.
my baby, by-o- !
'
They are not comfortable or happy
(Copyright.)
(Copyright)
on their wedding day, when without
constraint or the golden ring, they
promise loyalty to the Prince of Darkness.
They miss the fine salutations and
good wishes of stanch old friends, for
they have deliberately turned their
backs upon them.
-Ml
pwmtw owl W"1'
They are married now to principles .ij.-rS.- ;
against which their fathers and mothers, and their own conscience as well,

taste) than in any other
cigarette at the price.
Ua'tf Myirt Tobaca C:

THE ROYAL MARRIAGE
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JOHN BLAKE

LABELED

"C XECUTIVES who make a serious
study of choosing men for positions have little difliculty in doing so.
Most men are labeled. Whether
they know It or not, their ability will
usually come out In a short conversation about the Job they have applied

for.
Inability shows Itself in the same
way.

The applicant may mnke every effort to prove that he can hold a job,
but If he can't hold it nn able chooser
of men will find It out before lie
hired.
The competent man may be shy; he
may bick (Jtc. Instinct of putting his
best foot forward; he may be a poor
awkward In expression.
Yet the label is there, and the executive who has studied men can read It.
In the same way the competent
business man can tell the nature of
the man he is about to do business
with. He muy Judge by a trick of
facial expression, by a careless word
or n basty opinion, by a tendency to
boast, or a refusal to boast, but he
can tell.
Mistakes happen, of course., But
so often when the
they do
direct method of Judging men Is employed, as when the method is indirect.
Many men of only average nblllty
can answer questionnaires. Few can
talk with a shrewd prospective employer without disclosing to n very
their unfitness for the
large
lK-gT-

job.

Don't be afraid to wear your label.

It Is there anyway. It will be more
than you can manage to conceal it.
If It is a poor label, you can make
It better, But you cannot make It better by any conversational flights that
are not backed up by solid ability.
It may be that the American people
like to be humbugged, but the American employer cannot afford to be
humbugged, and he seldom Is.
If he Is a bad Judge of men, he is
able to hire a good Judge, and he
abides by that judge's decisions.
You must stand or fall by the label
you wear. All you can do about It Is
to make that label as good as possible, and by hard work to exchange
It for a better one Just as soon as pos-

sible.

And the very best label Is the way
you do your work, not the way that
you talk about it.
(Copyright.)

Ttlotler's Cool book
"Be good, fair maid, and let who will
be clever."
EVERYDAY

THE

GOOD THINGS

jar Is an institution
should be kept up In every
The following will be good

cooky

family.
cakes to fill It;
SoutCVeam Cookies.
Cream .onjlourth of a cupful of butter, add one cupful of sugar, add two
well beaten eggs, a little salt and soda,
f
f
of a nutmeg grated,
cupful of sour cream, flour to make
a dough to roll, adding two teuspoon-ful- s
of baking powder. Roll, cut and
sprinkle- - with sugar. Bake In a hot
one-hal-

one-hal-

oven.

Oatmeal Cookies.
Brown and grind two cupfuls of oatmeal, add one cupful of sugar, two
beaten eggs, one cupful of
well
shortening, seven tablespoonfuls of
sour milk, one teaspoonful of soda, one
teaspoonful of cinnamon, raisins and
nuts If desired. Mix as usunl and
bake on butteredsheet, dropping by
teaspoonjjpls.

rolled oats browned and ground,
cupful of ground nuts and two
teaspoonfuls of baking powder. Beat
the egg yolks and fold In the whites
at the last. Drop by tenspoonfuls on
a baking sheet
one-ha- lf

Coconut Macaroons.
Take one cupful each of coconut,
corn flakes and sugar. Beat two egg
whites until stiff, then add the sugar,
two tablespoonfuls of flour, a teaspoon-fu- !
of vanilla and the rest of the Ingredients. Drop by spoonfuls on a
baking sheet. Add a bit of salt to
the white of egg when beating It.
Almond Macaroons.

Blanch and pound one pound of
sweet almonds to a paste, adding a hit
of rose water from time to time while
making the paste; add two pounds of
powdered sugar to the well beaten
whites of seven eggs. Drop by spoonfuls on buttered paper and bake In a
slow oven.

Copyright,

1922,

Western
O

Newapaper
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Chesterfie
CIGARETTES

of Turkish and Domestic tobaccos

blended

20 for 18c
10 for 9c
Vacuum tint

of SO

- 45c

RISES

OF FLIRT

IN DEFENSE

According to English Author, Fickleness Is Simply Natural Desire
to Be Liked by All.

"I like being adored," she said,
'even though I dislike the person who
adores me."
"You can express that more simply
by saying, 'I'm a flirt," said rhiltp.
"Hut It's such nn ugly word.
everyone likes being adored;
everyone is a flirt In that sense. It's
only the people who never nre adored
who call it flirting.
They would like
to be adored, but as they can't, they
call the rest of us rude names. But
it's no use going about trying to he
adored because nobody has the least
idea as to how to set about It. It's
not the least use beiifg kind and honest and amiable, for that only makes
you mildly popular, while the most
disagreeable people get worshiped.
And it Isn't any good being beautiful,
I dare say beauty hurries people up.
because there is obviously something
rather attractive about it. but It's not
a bit of good by itself. Perhaps
bruins have got something to do with
It, or Is there n sixth sense which directs it all?" From "Lovers and
Friends," by E. F. Benson.

RATHER PUT HIS FOOT IN IT

I

NOTED PRELATES

IN

LONDON

Caller's Comment on Matter of Time Leo XIII and Pius XI Said to HavJ
Been Familiar With the British
Somewhat Embarrassing to
Metropolis.
All Parties Concerned.
We had been spending the evening
with acquaintances with whom we
had but little in common. In consequence, the time seemed to drag interminably, and when my wife asked
me the time I glanced thankfully at
my watch.

The new pope, I'ius XI, visited lon
don ns well as Oxford In early lift.
In the latter place especially the great
Bodleian library naturally attracting

such a great scholar. lie was himwlf
librarian of the great Vatican library,
nnd known everywhere as n booklnver.
It was said that the late I'ope J
XIII knew his way about London better han a great many natives, an tie
had spent much time there before
raised to the papacy, exploring
the slums and other problems in the
metropolis.
I'ope Leo XIII whs the only one (
that exalted rank who ever sat In lU
British house of commons and In the
distinguished strangers' gallery, nf
Hint. He also is suhl to have enjoyeif
the hospitality of Lord I'alnierstoit
under llial distinguished statesman'
ow n roof. That was. of course, before'
his exaltation to the nnnacy.

The hands Indicated 0:30. I looked
again, shook It and held it up to my
ear.
"Funny," I muttered, "the darn
thing seems to have stopped. According to this It's only !):.'I0."
The hostess laughed a little as she
Two Hundred Pounds of Sympathy.
referred to her watch. "That's ex"I want to speak to 'Aunt Agnes,' actly the time I have, too, and that's
who gives advice to the lovelorn."
the time the clock over there on the
"That fat man over there in the cor- piano says. I guess, maybe" she
ner is 'Aunt Agnes.' "
didn't finish, but merely laughed.
"The idea! I thought the editor " Since then when she asks the time,
of that department was an elderly I tell it without any comment.
It's
spinster with a broken heart."
less embarrassing. Baltimore AmeriDO
THINGS APPEAR
"You can see for yourself that he's can.
TO WHIRL AROUND
of tlie masculine gender and takes
DIZZY
ARE
WE
WHEN
nourishment regularly, but truly,
Bobby's Idea of It.
Hail Men With "Pep."
madam, you don't know the depth of
be
to
clerical
The
guest was invited to
"Men with 'pop' rush in where nit-- '
INASMUCH as things appear
soul. He's so affected by
man's
that
we
in a circle when
and Ihe little boy of
going
he receives from ask the blessing,
gels fear to tread." Even "In the piplistened nicely until "Anion" ing times of peace" they cast "moih'St"
are dizzy but our common sense tells some of the letters
If he didn't the house
that
in
maidens
distress,
alus that they must be stationary, as
was pronounced. Then he said to the stillness and humility" to the fmirtfo
drink steadily he never could get
minister:
ways, it would seem that the fault
remove and "let their action ImltiilO
work."
bis
Birmingham
through
lies in our eyes. But it really lies In,
"You say your prayers at dinner the tigers," They advance upon our
or near, the ear an organ which aptime so you won't have to say 'eni civilization like an army with Imrv
when you go to bed, don't you?"
parently has nothing to do with the
ners. "lirasliness" we used to cull
Is a small word, but the most
"If"
.
Boston Transcript.
sight or feeling.
nffectionate contempt and tender
In
the
one
dictionary.
Close to the ear, however, Is located unsatisfactory
pity; "pep" we ball It now, and laud
the little organ which gives us our
It with loud hosannns.
Henry Vonl'
A good many bachelors urejvcnrlng
An ounce of forethought Is worth
power of balance, permits us to walk several
Dearborn Independent.
socks with peekaboo toes nnd heels.
pounds of substantial regret.
when
without
and,
tottering
upright
properly trained, to assume postures
nre
which
distinctly outside the regular routine of our daily lives. Eccentric dancers, acrobats, athletes and
others have unconsciously trained tills
"balance wheel" until they can do
strange things without, as we say,
"losing their balance." When we spin
around rapidly, this delicate mechanism is disturbed or thrown Just a little
out of gear, causing the eyes to move
The exhibition ended rather badly. It
Independently of each other and to
send
different Impressions to the
very
nearly was a big day for the lions
brain. This causes the spinning efsad day for Mr. Jenkins all for
a
and
know
as
we
which
"dizziness,"
fect
of
want
or
a
shorter
proper care in getting ready.
longer
persisting for
period of time, dependent upon the
Many a man who has business to do and
rapidity and length of time for which
one hag revolved.
a living to make and a job to fill is as careI

WHY

Mr. Jenkins Took a Cracked
Club To Tame Lions

less how he feeds his body as Mr. Jenkins
was in picking out a club.

(Copyright.)
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In til tht r.5tlej3 ,
jvrc;ircf

street
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And

through the dir

Some foods are too heavy, some
are too starchy, many laclc necessary elements and so starve the
body and many load the system
down with fermentation and autointoxication.
Grape-Nuhelps build health
and strength. It contains the full
richness of wheat and malted barley, including the vital mineral
elements, without which the body
cannot be fully sustained. Grape-ts

hetrt.

1

Grape-Nut-- o-

Girl a "Miss" When Under Ten.
Rolled Oats Sweetbits.
Daily Thought.
In England "Miss" was formerly apThere nre occasions when It Is unCream a tablespoonful of butter, add
one cupful of sugar, a teaspoonful of doubtedly better to incur loss than to plied only to females under ten years
of. nee.
cupfuls of make gain. Plnutlus.
vonllla, two and
one-ha-

"J

&

had.wujied them.

Uncommon

NEW MEXICO

s

Nuts digests quickly and wholesomely. Served with cream or
good milk, it is a complete food -crisp and delicious.
is just the food for
Grape-Nut- s
those who care to meet life's situations well prepared in health.

Order

Grape-Nut-

s

from your

grocer today. Try it with cream
or milk for breakfast or lunch, or
made into a delightful pudding
for dinner.

the Body Builder
"There's a Reason"

Made by Postum Cereal Co., Inc., Battle Creek, Mich.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT, CATRON
COUNTY, SEVENTH JUDICIAL
STATE OF NEW
DISTRICT,
MEXICO.
Mrs. Effiie M. Cooper, Assignee,)

of Joe Melugin, agent,
Plaintiff,
vs.
Owen R.

n)

)
)
) No. 2

EonoonononocococonoGoscaoncacncEonocoQon u
o
O
a
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o
o
o
a
o

o
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o
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means much to the young man whose
clothing buget permits no extravagance

Walters, Clyde E. )
)
Walters, Leon R. Walters!
Laura Walters and the First )
National Bank of Magdalena, )
New Mexico.
)
Defendants. )
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE SALE.
Under and by virtue of an order of
sale and decree of foreclosure of cer
tain chattel and real estate mortgages,
hereinafter mentioned, issued out of
the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District, in and for the County of
Catron, State of New Mexico, on the
28th day of December, 1921, in the
above entitled action, wherein EfiTe M.
We are now Showing some particularly handsome
Cooper,
Assignee of Joe Melugin, is
R.
Owen
and
WaltciS, Clyde
Woolens
plaintiff,
E. Walters, Leon R. Walters, Lauia
Wallers and The First National Bank
El
of Magdalena, New Mexico, a corpora,
tion, are defendants, being cause numMen who think good clothes are still high will be
ber two (2) on the docket of said court, 13
pleased to see these values wherein The First Natic.nal Bank of
a
Magdalena, New Mexico,
banking m
corporation, obtained judgment tor
$1)574.94, with inteiest thereon at the
3
CI
rate of ten per cent, from August
31, 1921, until paid, against Mrs. Effie
Resident Born Dealer
M. Cooper, plaintiff, and Owen R. Wal
ters, Clyde E. Walters, Leon R. Wal
ters, and Laura Walters, defendants.
and decree of foreclosure of a certain
chattel mortgage, made and executed
December 4lh,1919, by Mrs. Effie M.
Cooper and Claude E. Humphrey, as
mortgagors, to said bank as mortgagee the first above description and conand which said mortgage was filed for sisting of 400 head and more with
also 25' head
record in tbe office of the county clerk the brands thereof;
and Recorder of Socorro county, New more or less of hoist s and mares in
the following brands: "Cross H," "A,"
Mexico, on Januaiy 2t, 1920, and num" D" and
bered 6161, securing a promissory note "Cross I Lazy Seven,"
for $5000.00, with interest, and any "Cross V" together with increase. It
! renewals or extensions thereof, and being the intention of the description
which indebtedness Owen R. Walters, in this paragraph to cover such cattle
Clyde E. Walters, Leon R. Walters under the second mortgage of the Walto Melugin, assigned to plaintiff,
2 and Laura Walters assumed and agreed ters
to pay, the property securing said in- that are not covered by the first chattle
debtedness being ceriain cattle and mortgage to The First National Bank
brands hereinafter described, and of Magdalena, and in addition the
I which mortgage was a first and prior horses and mares, all of which cattle,
lien thereon, and also, a judgment and horses and mares are now ranging at
decree of foreclosure of a certain real or near what is known as the Cooper
estate mortgage made and executed or N H Ranch, located about ten
December 4, 1919, by Mrs. Eflie M. miles northwest of the town of Aragon
Cooper, plaintiff, .as mortgagor, to Socorro (now Catron county), New
Allen Falconer, trustee, as mortgagee, Mexico, together with all the increase
for and on behalf of said bank, which and offspring of said cattle. It being
mortgage was duly recorded in the the true intent of this description to
office of the county clerk and recorder cover all cattle in the above brands be
of Socorro county, New Mexico, on the same more or less wheresoever the
January 26, 1920, in Book of Mort same may be found, also said brands and
Inspection Solicited
gages, No. 87, at page 413, and further the right to use the same marks and
and
carrying title, although
securing said note for $5000.00 and in brands,
Mail orders given our careful attention
terest, and the renewals and exten said property may have other marks
sion thereof, the real estate mentioned and brands.
in said mortgage being hereinafter deAND FURTHER, I, the undersigned
AND special master and receiver, will, on
scribed and setforth.
WHEREIN UNDER SAID DECREE, TUESDAY, the 9th day of May, II 22,
the plaintiff, Mrs. Effie M. Cooper, at 10 o'clock A. M. of said day, at the
obtained a judgment against Owen R. frontdoor of the court house, Reserve,
MAGDALENA MERCANTILE COMPANY
Walters, Clyde E. Walters, Leon R. Catron County, New Mexico, sell at
Walters and Laura Walters,, and public auction to the highest and best
NEW MEXICO
MAGDALENA ,
decree of foreclosure of a ceriain chat-le- l bidder for cash, the following describand
made
executed
in
said
ed
real
mentioned
real
July
mortgagt,
estate,
29th, 1920, by Owen R. Walters, Clyde estate mortgage above described, as
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
E. Walters, Leon R. Walters and tollows:
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
S.
Laura Walters, defendants in said
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION
All the South half (Si) of the South Dapartment of the Interior, U. Land
of the Interior, U. S. Land
above entitled cause, as mortgagors, to east
Office, Las Cruces, New Mexico
Department
and
the
half
South
(SE1)
quarter
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico
March 27, 1922.
Joe Melugin, mortgagee, which mort- (SJ) of the Southwest
quarter (SWJ)
March 27, 1922.
Notice is hereby given that Edward
gage was duly recorded in the office oi of Section four (4) and South half (Si)
A. Collins, of Spur Lake, New Mexico,
Notice is hereby give that Andrew
the county clerk and recorder of So- of the Southwest
quarter (SWJ) and
W. Wilbanks, of Spur Lake, New
corro county, New Mexico, on Angust South half
who, on October 29, 1917, made Home(Si) Southeast quarter
017277 for
No.
stead
Mexico,
!), 1920, in Book 87, at page G49, securwho, on April 18, 1917, made
Entry,
(SEi) of section five (5) and Soulhwest
NJ SEJ; SEJ SEi Sec. 1, NEJ NEJ Homestead Entry, No. 016417, for
ing three certain promissory notes, quarter (SWi) of section
and
(8)
eight
Lots 2 and 3; SWJ NEi; SEi NWJ
Section 12, Township 4 S., Range 20
each for the sum of $3529.11, with Northwest
quarter (NWJ) of Section
Section 1, Township 4 S., Range 20 W.
N. M. P. Meridian,
interest at the rate of six per cent per Nine
W.,
Four
(9),
(4)
Township
Has filed notice of intention to make N. M. P. Meridian,
annum from date until paid and
South, Range Seventeen (17) West, N
seHas filed notice of intention to make
the
property
attorney's fees,
M. M. P. M. containing six hundred final thres year proof, to establish
said
indeblness
being and forty (640) acres and referred to claim to the land above described, final three year proof, to establish
curing
before Nazario Baca, U. S. Commisclaim to the above described land, becertain cattle, the inciease there- as what is known as the
Cooper Home sioner, at Quemado, New Mexico, on
horses
fore Nazario Baca, United States
and
certain
and
of, brands,
Ranch in the county of Socorro (now
the 151h day of May, 1922.
1 mares, all being hereinafter more
at Quemado, New MexCommissioner,
Mexico
Catron county), New
Claimant names as witnesses:
15th
on
the
ico,
which
mortday of May, 1922.
chattel
described,
That the amount of Said judgments
Claude R. Cavin, Spur Lake, New Claimant names as witnesses:
gage was a second mortgage and sub- with interest to the date of sale are as Mexico.
Claude R. Cavin, of Spur Lake New
ject to said prior mortgage in favor of follows: The First National Bank oi
A. W. Wilbanks, Spur Lake, New Mexico.
The First National Bank of Magdale- Magdalena, New Mexico, $7031.55, and
Mexico.
E. A. Collins, of Spur Lake, New
na, New Mexico, above mentioned, and Mrs. Effie M. Cooper $13,325.91, total
Charles Hedrick, Spur Lake, New Mexico.
which mortgage and the indebtedness amount of judgments $20,357.49.
Chas. Hedrick, of Spur Lake, New
Mexico.
secured thereby was legally assigned in
Wm. R. MORLEY,
S. G. Beard, Spur Lake, New Mexico Mexico.
M.
Eflie
to
Mrs.
Cooper,
writing
Special Master and Receiver.
Geo. W. Hooser, of Spur Lake, New
Nemecia Ascaiate,
Mexico.
plaintiff, by Joe Melugin and Elva K.
Register,
Nemecia Ascarate,
Melugin, his wife, on July 29, 1920, and
which assignment was duly recorded
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
in the office of the county clerk and
S.
of
the
U.
Land
Interior,,
S.
BCNTON & MADDEN
Department of the Interior, U. Land
recorder of Socorro county New Mexico Department
Office at Las duces, New Mexico
Office, at Las duces, New Mexico,
NOW THEREFORE, I, the under
Lawyers
March 27, 1922.
March 27, 1922
OFFICES
signed Special Master and Receiver,
Notice is hereby given that Joe N.
MAGDALENA
Notice is hereby given that Claude SUCORRO
duly appointed as such under said judgWfikon Bldg.
ment and decree, wi'l on
Romero, of Aragon, New Mexico,
, Cavin, of Spur Lake, New Mexico, Fitch Bldg.
Practice in all the Ctfch-t- t
MONDAY, the 8th day of May, 1922,
who, on November 29, 1916, made who, on December 15, 1917, made
at ten o'clock A. M. of said day, at Homestead Entry, as amended, No. Homestead Entry, No. 017337, for
014099 for
ihe front door of the postoffice, AraSi SWJ Section 23; Ni NWi Section in the probate court of the
S.J Si NEi, Ni NEi SEi, SEJ NEJ 16, Township 4 S., Range
20 W.( N.
of
county of catron,
gon, New Mexico, sell at public auction,
new mexico.
to the highest and best bidder, for SEJ, Ei SEJ SEJ, SWi SEi SEJ, Si M. P. Meridian,
cash, the following described personal SWJ SEJ, Si NWJ SWJ SEJ, SWJ Has filed notice of intention to make In the Matter of the Estate of William
J. Andrus, deceased.
.
SEJ, NEJ NEJ, SEJ SWi NEJ NEi, final three year proof, to establish
property and chattels,
Notice.
All that certain herd of range cattle WJ NEi SEJ NEJ, Ei NWJ SEJ NEJ, claim to the land above described, be
Notice is hereby given that the unconsisting of 400 head or more of cows Ei SEJ SEJ NWJ, Ni Ni NWJ SEJ, fore Nazario Baca, U. S. Commis
was on the 27th day of
dersigned,
3
and
Sec.
heifers
18
on
branded
33,
New
S.,
bulls.steers
at
calves,
W., sioner,
yuumaao,
Township
Mexico,
Range
A. D. 1922, appointed executor
March,
1922.
V on jaw and Ciosa L on left hip and N. M. P. Meridian,
of
the 15th day
May,
of the estate of William J. Andius,
"Diamond Tail" on left side and Has filed notice of intention to make Claimant names as witnesses:
Hon. Florencio Jiron,
E. A.' Collins,
"Diamond Tail" on left hip as describ final three year proof, to establish claim
Lake, New deceased, by
Spur
Probate Judge of Catron County, New
ed in the said chattel mortgage to The to the land above described, before T. Mexico.
Mexico.
C. Tuik, U. S. Commissioner, at
v.
A. W. Wilbanks, Spur Lake, New
First National Bank of Magdalena,
Therefore all persone having claims
And all cattle in the following brands Reserve, New Mexico, on the 15th day Mexico.
estate
said
are hereby notified
W. H. Eanes, Spur Lake, New Mex against
"Cioss Z F" on left side; "Cross I L May, 1922.
to present the same in the manner pro
ico.
A;" on left side, X on left side, CrossL Claimant names as witnesses:
vided by law, within one year f5i!f the
Ambrosio Carrejo, David Archuleta,
on left thigh and V cn jaw : Mi on left
Charles Hedrick, Spur Lake, New
date of said appointment or the same:
side and double "Diamond Tail" on Juan Foulenfout and Henry Carrejo of M xico.
will be barred.
Nemecio Ascarate,
left side and jaw, and "A B bar Aragon, New Mexico,
William R. Morley,
8
8
Nemecia Ascaiate, Register,
reverse J slash" not covered by
Register.
Executor

y Born"
offers all any man asks in good style,
fit, rich appearance and long. wear, at
A suit "Tailored to Measure

Sound
Business Counsel
Clients of this institution
are always welcome to the

ad-

vice and judgment of our experienced
officers regarding any personal business matters.

The proper kind of a banking
connection can be used to

pro-

tect your judgment as well as
your money. Even a small
savings account deposited with this bank
is quite sufficient to

establish proper

Safety Honesty Courtesy Service

The RESERVE STATE BANK

The Reserve Garage

I

Lathe Work
General Repairing,
Oxy Acetylene Welding
Gas, Oils, Accessories and Supplies
Compare our prices with others.

X

X
X

EVERY JOB GUARANTEED
A. G.

Phone No. 3

HILL, Manager.

MODERN,
STEAM HEATED

UP-T-

DATE

HOT and COLD RUNNING WATER

Hotel Aragon
HERMAN A. FUNKE, Proprietor
We Use

Every Effort

to Please Our

Patrons

The Best Meals and Dining Room Service
MAKE IT YOUR HOME WHILE IN MAGDALENA

WHEN

YOU VISIT MAGDALENA

EAT AT THE

riiagdaisiia Cafe
Good Service
All the1 Delicaces

0

a price easily paid

o
o
u
o
o

at

$30, $35

and $40 a suit

O

ao

T. C. Turk, Reserve,

o

ao

E9BOBOB6BeBeS9BaOBE6DOEOaOBOOeKOgonOIIOa

banking connections.

i

a

Courteous Treatment
that the Market Affords

New Spring Goods
We have the latest
Ladies' Spring
Ladies' Spring
Ladies' Spring

i
i

j

styles in
Hats
Dresses
Suits

j

8

8

8

WE

APPRECIATE

AMD

WANT YOUR PATRONAGE

VVVVVrVrVVVrVVVVS$VVV

lessrve Po
HigRins & McAfee, Proprietors

S

Cigars, Tobaccos, Cold Drinks
Lunch Goods

A

Q

pleasant place to spend a leisure hour or two

state

4--

